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Portraiture has always been about so much more than
simply capturing a likeness. At times when people
felt unable to express their opinions or beliefs publicly,
the sitter’s choice of still life and imagery in a portrait
could conceal or safely display an important message.
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But it’s not only the sitter who reveals themself
through their portraits. In his novel ‘The Picture of
Dorian Gray’, Oscar Wilde wrote, ‘every portrait that
is painted with feeling is a portrait of the artist, not
of the sitter. The sitter is merely the accident, the
occasion. It is not he who is revealed by the painter;
it is rather the painter who, on the coloured canvas,
reveals himself.’
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2018 OVERVIEW: DR JOHN WEEDS, HEADMASTER

Cranbrook’s 2019 A Level Art students have used
their work to comment on the world around them and
let their opinions and feelings be known.

Our quincentenary issue of Lynx 2018 was truly
a hard act to follow. Many have commented
on how it provided an appropriate balance of
nostalgia and news about the school in that very
special year. However, I am wholly confident that
no one will be disappointed by what is unveiled
over the coming pages.
The big news is that our Year 13 leavers last year achieved
our best ever results at A Level in terms of the progress
they made. The dark arts of value added measures
are not for everybody, but when they tell you that your
school is amongst the highest performing Sixth Form
providers in the country – as the ALPS system does
– then I believe you have a right to be pleased.
Last summer was productive in other ways too as we
celebrated our first Junior Prizegiving in fine style aided by
novelist Sufiya Ahmed – author of teen fiction best seller
The Secrets of the Henna Girl – who spoke inspirationally
on the themes of adolescence, diversity, writing and the
need to follow one’s dreams. Our second Leadership in
Education conference attracted a very healthy audience
and contributions from the likes of Natasha Devon MBE
and Dr Iro Constantinou raised the profile further.

National Finals (in the case of the U14s) was equally
inspirational.
Musical highlights have included the ever-excellent
DanSing extravaganza back in November and a superb
evening of music at our autumn Ensembles concert.
Who said Music wasn’t thriving at Cranbrook? And
isn’t it brilliant to see Music firmly ensconced in
the KS3 curriculum and on offer as a GCSE in the
extra-curriculum?
Lastly you may be aware that I am stepping down this
summer from my role as Head. I have enjoyed my time
enormously at Cranbrook and it has been a privilege
to have been a part of an era of such change for the
school – and of course such celebration in 2018. I am
looking forward to seeing as many as possible of you
all before I go. The school is set fair to really kick on over
the next five years and beyond and I can’t wait to hear
of further successes in expanding the junior school,
building boarding from Year 7 and up and cementing
our place as one of the top performing grammar schools
in the country. Good luck everyone!

It was wonderful to hear of the success of OC
Ruaridh McConnochie in being selected to play for
England rugby in the World Cup in Japan. Although
England fell short at that last agonising hurdle,
Ruaridh flew the flag for school and country admirably.

THANK YOU MR DUDDLE
Steve Duddle joined the Maths Department in 1985.
Steve is never one to mince his words but his wry Northern humour works strangely
well in the more languid world of the Weald of Kent. Sometimes we all need
a healthy dose of reality and Steve has never been afraid to give it. Although Steve
is still teaching part time, his former students will miss him greatly and we wish
him well for his semi-retirement. An entire generation of Cranbrook mathematicians
owes their success in the subject to him.
DR JOHN WEEDS, HEADMASTER
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2019 Senior 4, Nnamdi
Nduka-Eze, Eva Roche,
Tom Hayes, Emma Gledhill;
Gordon Young, Chair
of Governors; Catherine
Roche, CEO of Place2Be;
Dr John Weeds, Headmaster;
2018 Senior 4, Olaolu Dada,
Ella Battson, Lucy Rose
Stephenson and Ben Hillier.

JOURNEY FROM THE
ELIZABETHAN TO LYNX

Also on sport, the successes of our 1st XI Hockey
and U14 teams in making it to Regional and then

Top, Thea Pickett 2019 leaver Horsley,
Tobi Odusanwo Year 11 Rammell,
Max Bright Year 12 Crowden,
Alice Triboulet 2019 leaver Blubery;
cover, Alexandra Turner, Year 12 Allan.

25 A crisis of Conservatism

The earliest surviving copy of
a Cranbrook School magazine
is the handwritten 1879 issue
of The Elizabethan, although
the publication was started
in 1870 by Frederick Marzetti,
who sadly died of typhus
aged only 17.
By 1882 The Elizabethan
had been replaced by the
Cranbrook School Magazine,
which became The
Cranbrookian in 1887
and remained as such until
1962 and the first issue of
The Lynx, later just Lynx.
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CHEMISTRY OLYMPIAD
GOLD AWARD
Congratulations to
Tom Clark, 2019 Leaver
Webster, now studying
Engineering at St John’s
College, Cambridge, who
achieved a Gold Award
in the Chemistry Olympiad.
This is the leading chemistry
competition for students
in UK secondary education
and is designed to challenge
and inspire the chemists
of the future. Entrants
had to show their critical
problem-solving skills,
creative thinking and
test their knowledge in
real-world situations.

EXTRA CURRICULAR

Above and beyond
UNITED KINGDOM
MATHEMATICS
TRUST TEAM MATHS
CHALLENGE
Congratulations to
Henry Fillmore, Year 10
Allan, Danny Foster,
Year 10 Allan, Miguel
Hinojosa-Berrocal, Year
9 Webster and Barnaby
Webster, Year 9 Allan
for winning the Regional
United Kingdom
Mathematics Trust Team
Maths Challenge and
getting through to the
National Finals. The
competition gives students
the opportunity to tackle
a variety of engaging
mathematical activities
while developing teamwork
and communication skills.

MULTILINGUO CLUB
Hi! My name is Chereen, a Year 13 student who is
currently studying A-Level Biology, Chemistry and English
and has applied to study medicine in university. In my
spare time, I volunteer at the local primary school, teaching
maths, and help out in the elderly care home.
When I was presented with the chance to start a new
club, I immediately launched the idea of a languages
club. As a girl who’s lived in Hong Kong for a large part
of her life, boarding school has made me recognise the
importance of languages in this modern society. The
world has never been more connected, but language
CONSPIRACY CLUB
There’s a rumour being put about that Conspiracy
Club is growing. It’s true. We now have at least 15
members coming along to meetings after school where
we encourage discussion to challenge theories and
improve our critical thinking.

barriers hinder our ability to establish life-long friendships
and countless opportunities to learn about each other’s
cultures. This can be seen, especially, when international
boarders struggle to make friends and I created
Multilinguo with the intent to overcome such barriers
and bridge the gap between day students and
boarders. At the moment, many Year 7s and 11s attend
Multilinguo to learn Mandarin and are very eager to have
conversations in Mandarin at the end of the session.
Next term, we have decided to learn either Korean
or Russian.
CHEREEN WONG, YEAR 13 BLUBERY
Members pick a conspiracy theory and present it to
the rest of the club, highlighting its merits as well as
its drawbacks, with recent presentations covering
theories on JFK’s assassination, Faked Moon Landings
and the Bermuda Triangle.
PETER BOOTH, YEAR 13 ALLAN

WALL STREET CLUB
Wall Street Club is Cranbrook School’s finance and
investment club. The club was founded in 2018 by
two eager sixth-form students, (Harvey & Sam), who
wanted to share their rich knowledge of financial
markets with other determined students.
The club was initially only open to sixth-formers, but this
year has welcomed students from all years. The finance
and investment community now has over 40 members,
with students as young as 12 attending weekly sessions.
Wall Street Club’s first session taught the basics of financial
markets which covered: the purpose of markets, key
vocabulary, types of stock and how to place a trade.
Members found the first sessions challenging as the
majority had never had exposure to finance or investment
before. In the following sessions, they recapped
the original concepts and ensured everybody had
a full understanding before progressing.
FILMMAKERS CLUB
I decided to join the Film Club because it was described
really well at the Clubs Fair and I saw the little clip
showing what they had done last year which really
helped me to decide to join. I do like to do photography
and filming because I film and take photos of my
horses. We have already started to make our own
films which has been really interesting and recently
we filmed on location at the Apple Fair in Cranbrook.

Once a basic understanding had been established,
members created a demo account on ‘IG Trading’,
a popular trading platform. Everybody started with
£10,000 in virtual funds and could invest the money
in real-time live markets. This is when the fun really
started. Harvey and Sam began teaching fundamental
and technical analysis techniques which allowed
the new traders to place meaningful and profitable
trades. A year 9 student has been able to profit over
£16,000 by investing in companies such as Tesla
and Barclays. The student used technical analysis
techniques on the company’s charts, using tools
such as RSI trend lines to base their trades.

Mrs Gillian Coulson said
‘Tom was an outstanding
chemist and one of the
brightest pupils I have
taught at Cranbrook. He
always rose to a challenge
and his success was no
surprise to us at Cranbrook.’

The club has plans to cover technical analysis further,
going more in-depth and complex as the group gains
experience in trading.
HARVEY THROWER, YEAR 13 LYNX

things to happen at the Apple Fair! It is what people
mainly come to see – men came holding wheelbarrows
with a red powder exploding out of the back. You
could also see that they had lit up some signs around
the pub and there was lots of smoke, which looked
amazing. Overall, I think it was an enjoyable and well
organised event and I would definitely go again.
ROMY WHEELER, YEAR 7 SELLERS

Our main reporter for the Apple Fair was made to do
lots of funky stuff like Morris Dancing! Luckily I was
a camera woman – we talked about wide shots and
close-up shots. Once we decided who each person
was and how we were going to do it we went and
asked if people were okay to be filmed and not to
get many children in the shot without having consent
from their parent or guardian.
We shot a film of the music that was being played
with metal drums which was really enticing to listen
to and watched how they make real apple juice. Then
we met and filmed a man who was making some
traditional flowers that were made with wood. This
is when we asked a few questions and we had to
split up into two groups and both groups got some
mini interviews. The majority of the interviewees said
they were really enjoying the fair. Then we started to
film the main event of the Apple Fair which was The
Red Barrows display, this is one of the most important
04
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Charity and
community

COMMUNITY IS NOT JUST FOR CHRISTMAS

WOOLLY HUGS

Year 7 carol singers went to Horsley Place Care Home
on 10th December with Mr Bartle and Mrs Rahtz to
entertain and spend time with the residents. Both young
and old enjoyed a wealth of traditional carols and
of course mince pies.

After months of concerted
knitting by Horsley girls,
80 squares were sewn
together into a magnificent
blanket for the charity
Woolly Hugs that works
with Refugee Action and
the Red Cross to send
knitted items to families in
refugee camps. Horsley’s
blanket has been sent to a
Syrian family, currently living
as refugees in Kurdistan.

The visit was part of Cranbrook School’s community
engagement initiative that aims to give back to the local
community and foster strong relationships between
our students and older local residents.

MEMORIAL FOOTBALL MATCH
Joe Atkins and Freddie McLennan tragically lost
their lives in Bolivia while on their gap year in
2019. Isla and Jess, Joe’s two sisters, arranged
an event on Saturday 14th December in their
memory to raise money for the Sam West Foundation
and Football Beyond Borders, charities set up
by Cranbrook School alumni. We are very proud
to have such caring, charitable and innovative
students in our community.
The day we set up in memory of Freddie and our lovely
brother Joe was one we’ll never forget. What started
as an idea of a simple football match with Joe’s friends
in the summer turned into a real event, bringing 450
people together, raising over £10,000 for The Sam West
Foundation and Football Beyond Borders, and, most
importantly, celebrating the lives of two brilliant boys.
With a hog roast, pizza van, tombola, raffle, auction,
games, bar, J&F merchandise on sale, and of course
a Blues vs Reds football match (in tribute to Joe’s beloved
Man City and Freddie’s Liverpool) we hoped to honour
the boys in a way we think they would have loved.
It was incredibly valuable for our family to have
something positive to focus on for Joe, so we’d like
to thank everyone who contributed in some way and
came to the match from all over the country.
With a rainbow making an appearance over us all
on the day, it felt that the boys were with us, and we
like to think that they’re still up there continuing their
bitter football rivalry just as they did on their travels.
ISLA AND JESS ATKINS

As part of their Senior Diploma, Sixth Form Students
regularly visit older residents in the local community
and others to whom our students can offer support
and companionship.

WEAR WHAT YOU LIKE DAY
On a glorious sunny Friday 29th March the community
of Cranbrook School gathered together in an assortment
of bright colours and creations for Wear What You Like
Day 2019. The theme was Europe and the students were
very inventive in their interpretations, which of course
included plenty of Brexit references (see page 22).
With every student paying £1, the school raised over
£800 for the annual charity appeal.
Best dressed individual for the lower school was the
front door of Number 10 and the upper school group
winners were the Vikings.

TED’S BIG SWIM CHALLENGE FOR
CHILDREN IN NEED
I am a very lucky boy. I have excellent care from the
Evelina Children’s Hospital, from community services,
my school and of course my friends and family. But
I know that there are so many children out there who
need all sorts of help that is not freely available to them.
I wanted to help. I want them to be as lucky as me.
So, I did it again! Following the amazing support I received
for my previous ‘Big 1k Walk’ two years ago, this
year I attempted to smash my best ever swimming
distance of 300m with a pretty ambitious ‘1 hour Big
Swim Challenge’.
I had only learnt to swim this year but had the best
possible teaching from a lovely lady named Kate who
helped me through my challenge and I trained every week.

SUPPORTING THE SAM WEST FOUNDATION
The Sam West Foundation will always have a very
special place in the heart of Cranbrook School. Throughout
2019 Cranbrook students have taken pride in fundraising
to support the fantastic work that the foundation is
doing in schools across the country, and in keeping Sam’s
memory vibrant through enjoying what he enjoyed.
In the December of 2018 the Sixth Form Centre opened
its doors for an Art Show organised by Sixth Formers
Thea, Daisy and Lottie, that featured over 100 works
from Year 7 to Year 13 and celebrated students’ creativity
and one of Sam’s main passions. In 2019 it was the
turn of our musicians to remember Sam through an
Open Mic Music Event staged by Harry, Freddie and
Eve and then a concert organised by Grace Catt and
Max Fleming held in St Dunstan’s Church.

I decided to raise money for Children In Need, it’s such
an amazing charity and it helps so many kids every year,
so I set up a JustGiving page. I smashed my swim and
my fundraising target by a fantastic 259%. Thank you to
everyone who helped me to raise £1,295.51 for the charity.
TEDDY HAZZELLS, YEAR 8 SELLERS

SHARING OUR VIEW OF THE SOLAR SYSTEM
CHARITY WALK
On a wonderfully sunny morning in October Cranbrook
School was eerily quiet and almost totally deserted
as our students enjoyed the glorious weather and a
few hours away from their lessons whilst raising money
for charity on our annual Charity Walk. Thanks to your
generosity, the event was a great success as always
and we raised £19,936.16 to be shared amongst
the local, national and international charities chosen by
our student committee to support a range of causes.
Some students walked slightly further than others!
06
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Marlborough House Year 3 students toured our scale
model solar system, which reaches from the school
observatory up to Cranbrook Primary School, as an
introduction to their science topic about Earth and
space. They walked around the model and viewed
the telescopes in the observatory.
CADSAS, the Cranbrook Astronomical Society, is
currently using the Alan Young telescope to provide
research data on variable stars for a nationwide public
science project. Some of this data has already been
published in a scientific paper with CADSAS as one
of the paper’s named authors.
LYNX / CRANBROOK SCHOOL / 2019
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charity and community continued

PERFORMING ARTS

Music
BATTLE OF THE BANDS
On 30 April, five bands took to the stage at the
Queen’s Hall Theatre in the school’s first revival of
Battle of the Bands. Musicians from all years came
together for a thrilling evening, featuring a diverse range
of musical styles. ‘The Outcries’ from Year 10 wowed
the judges with two original songs and Giles Penny
taking centre stage on guitar, and the ‘Diabetes’
featured more traditional rock and roll, with an excellent
guitar solo from James Cowdell. We also heard from
‘Sentinal’, highlighting Ali McGowen’s enthusiastic
and prominent drum solo, as well as ‘Bombinate’,
the youngest band to perform fan favourites from
George Ezra and Hippo Campus, showing great
potential for the future of Cranbrook music making.

THE DIANA AWARD
The Diana Award is the
most prestigious accolade
a young person aged 9–25
years can receive for their
social action or humanitarian
work. This is the longest
running award for young
people through a retrospective
nomination process only.
We believe this is special.
Young people do not
work towards the award,
rather they demonstrate
their suitability through
their actions, without any
expectation of reward.

In 2019 Cranbrook was thrilled to learn that Meridian
viewers and Paul O’Grady had selected Ben as the
channel’s East Regional Fundraiser of the Year and
that he was to be invited to join celebrity guests, actors
and sport stars at the 2019 Pride of Britain Awards.
As might have been expected, Ben made good use
of his media attention to focus the spotlight back
on the issue he is so passionate about.
BEN WEST, PRIDE OF CRANBROOK
Following the tragic suicide of his brother Sam,
Ben West, 2018 leaver Allan, had a bold idea: talking.
He wanted people to open up about mental health
problems to reduce the stigma surrounding them.

BEN ABOUT THE
DIANA AWARD
(Through the Diana Award)
I’ve met hundreds of people
who have changed part of
the world and many of them
haven’t even left school yet.
So believe me, you have
the power to induce change.
I’m a 19 year old student
who’s just been awarded the
most prestigious accolade
a young person can receive
for social change. So dream
on and give yourself a try.

“

Ben started by organising a charity walk with a group
of close friends to raise money for the Sam West
Foundation and, just as importantly, to get friends
and family to discuss their mental health whilst they
walked. The walk across Kent ended at the Houses
of Parliament where the team was met with a warm
reception and a letter of acknowledgement by Prime
Minister Theresa May. Project #WalktoTalk had been
born and has since raised £100,000 to deliver vital
mental health first aid training in schools across
the country, as well as talks to young people with
practical information on coping with stress.
Next came a petition, Save Our Students, which gained
over 200,000 signatures and which Ben personally
delivered to Boris Johnson at 10 Downing Street. It
called for the government to invest in mandatory mental
health first aid training for teachers so they are better
equipped to help young people who are suffering
much like Sam did. Ben was no longer simply a
fundraiser, he had become a mental health activist.

MRS JADE DEEBLE SPEAKS OF HER PRIDE
IN BEN’S ACHIEVEMENTS
When I met with students, staff and friends on the
first day of Project #WalktoTalk, I was overwhelmed by
the sheer number that Ben had inspired to take such
a simple but important action. His passion to make
‘mental health a conversation’ is infectious and without
realising it he had already impacted on so many
people’s lives.
I couldn’t quite believe how professionally organised
the event was. I knew his team of friends were amazing,
but they surpassed all my expectations. Ending at
the Houses of Parliament was truly magnificent and
a well-deserved congratulatory finish.
Watching Ben throughout that week was nothing
short of inspirational.

Following the tragic suicide of his brother Sam, Ben had a simple idea –‘talk’. He wanted people w
 ith mental health
issues to talk, seek help and overcome the fear of stigma. Ben, a private person, had no idea his ‘idea’ would grow
so large. His ‘Walk to Talk’ with friends became a huge movement and culminated with a reception at the Houses
of Parliament. Through the press, TV and social media, Ben’s campaign grew and his petition calling for mental health
first aid training for trainee teachers ran into hundreds of thousands and eventually was handed to Boris Johnson
at a reception in Downing Street. Ben’s message is reaching a vital audience in a unique way and young people as
a consequence are ‘talking’ and seeking help. The public limelight does not come naturally to Ben but he has coped
very well; he is a remarkable young man and is making a difference for individuals and society in a vital area.
DAVID SWINBURNE, ASSISTANT HEAD
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Johnny Hurst and Sebastian Yeandle, 2018 leavers Allan,
two of Ben’s friends who have worked with and supported
Ben from the start, rightfully felt that Ben’s achievements
should be noticed and so nominated him for the Diana
Award for outstanding young people selflessly creating
and sustaining positive social change. Receiving the
award was a fitting culmination to an incredible year
that we know is just the beginning for Ben.
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The scores were very close, but Sixth Form band
‘Carnage at the Co-op’ came out on top for the
evening, performing two very technically challenging
numbers, Lust for Life and Money for Nothing,
with school star singer Ben Greaves-Neal leading
a very talented group of musicians.

Hugo Burnham
1967–1974 Horsley
Musician and record
producer
Hugo was a driving force
behind the Cranbrook School
music scene. He formed
the post-punk band Gang
of Four, playing a stripped
down mix of punk rock,
funk and dub, with a lyrical
emphasis on the social and
political ills of society. Widely
considered one of the leading
bands of the early ’70s, their
debut album ranked as fifth
greatest punk album in
Rolling Stone’s 500 Greatest
Albums of All Times.

ADAM HARROD, MUSIC SCHOLAR AND PREFECT,
2019 LEAVER, ALLAN
KATIE KITTERMASTER TOURS WITH
BOYZLIFE AND LUCY SPRAGGAN
Katie Kittermaster who left Cranbrook in 2019, Horsley/
Scott, has been following her dream during the summer
of 2019. Straight after receiving her A Level results, Katie
headed to Metropolis Studios in London to record her
debut EP ‘Coming Home at Dawn’. The single ‘Sunday
Afternoon’ released in early September has gained some
very positive industry reviews and significant radio play,
including on Tom Robinson’s BBC Introducing Mixtape
show. Katie performed at some high profile music
festivals over the summer months including PennFest,
The Big Feastival, Carfest and El Dorado.
Katie also opened for Boyzone’s frontman Ronan
Keating on two occasions, performing to thousands
of fans at Castle Howard and Kimbolton Castle. Katie
‘hotfooted’ it straight to Dundee after the gig with
Ronan in Cambridgeshire to begin her tour with Brian
McFadden and Keith Duffy, reformed as Boyzlife.
During her 23 night tour, she performed at 15 venues
up and down the country and held over 15 live radio
interviews. Keith Duffy has publicly said that Katie is
‘like a female Ed Sheeran’.
Katie had just a two week gap and then went on tour
with singer/songwriter Lucy Spraggan. This was an intense
tour of the UK and Europe, playing 37 gigs over 50 nights.
The future is certainly looking very bright for Katie,
with another tour planned for the Spring and multiple
writing and recording sessions in the diary for the
new year. Her EP is now available in selected HMV
stores and she has been playlisted in over 800 Café
Neros worldwide.

SCHOOL OF ROCK
School of Rock is an activities
session where Year 7s and
8s are taught instruments
and play some iconic rock
songs (Smoke on the Water,
Paranoid etc.). The Sixth
Form helpers are amazing
and project their enthusiasm
and knowledge of rock music
on to the kids. We are hoping
to get some budding rock
stars out of the group and
also to develop the Year 8
band with more songs that
they can play collectively and
to build their performance
skills and stage presence.
HOUSE SHOUT
Day House Winner
Allan Girls – Party in the
USA by Miley Cyrus
Day House Small
Group Winner
Horsley Girls with Adele
Mash-Up – Rumour Has It
and Someone Like You
Boarding House Winner
Cornwallis with
Bohemian Rhapsody
Boarding House Small
Group Winner Rammell with
Mash-Up of 60s and 70s Music
LYNX / CRANBROOK SCHOOL / 2019
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ADAM HARROD AWARDED THE
PRESTIGIOUS DIANA AWARD

Music continued
Right, Grace Coulson 10H;
below, Distracted 8S;
Rafferty Whatmore 9A;
Charlotte Rice 13B, Olympia
Anley 13L, Kitty Hind 11H;
Dara Ogunleye 11B, Ava
Nkwoji 11B, Anji Shadare
11S, Willow Godwin 11W,
Elsie Christopher-Soares 11S,
Mora Ilaka 11B; Year 7 and 8
Dance Group.

DANSING. AMAZING!
Yet again the performances at DanSing surprised everyone.
We know Cranbrook has talent, but the variety, passion
and energy displayed at DanSing 2019 was remarkable.
It’s hard, if not cruel, to pick standout performances,
but it’s fair to say the crowd really took our youngest
performers to their hearts with resounding applause
for both our Year 7 & 8 Dance Group and our closing
band, Distracted, from Year 8 who learnt the finale
number from The Greatest Showman in just three
days – Mrs Deeble knew you could do it!

“

It was such fun and memories were made.
I was so lucky to play with my band and
will never forget the thrill of the audience
cheering and feeling that music had
connected all of us.‘Rock on Cranbrook!’
MILOS FOY, YEAR 8 SELLERS

Tessy Ojo, CEO of The Diana Award, says: Adam is a most
deserving recipient of the award established in memory
of Diana, Princess of Wales. He has proven himself to be
a selfless and inspiring motivator to students in his school
and has dedicated innumerable hours to the betterment
of his community and beloved music department. Through
his drive and determination, Adam refused to allow his
school’s music department to dismantle due to budgetary
cuts and took it upon himself to lead rehearsals,
orchestras and musicals with students from his school.
He dedicated long hours to fellow students, supporting
them with confidence and self-esteem and offering
wonderful performances for the community to enjoy.
SHELLY SUTTON, HEAD OF ALLAN HOUSE TELLS
WHY SHE NOMINATED ADAM FOR THE AWARD
Adam is a remarkable young man and exceptional
musician, although most humble and modest about
all that he does. When watching DanSing back in 2018,
I was blown away by the contribution that Adam Harrod
had made; he had clearly spent substantial time
rehearsing with the acts and made such an impact
on the students taking part, supporting them in such
a caring way. At Christmas, I witnessed Adam organise
the music for the Carol Concerts and then he was
instrumental in the success of Hairspray. In all
these aspects, Adam led, organised, rehearsed,
recruited and supported students. It was at this stage
that I knew Adam needed to be nominated for the
Diana Award: the national award that celebrates and
rewards young people who go above and beyond
in some capacity.

When I delved deeper, I found I was only scratching
the surface of his service to the school and community.
His commitment to music in general is astonishing.
He leads an orchestral section at Benenden School
once a week and attended the Royal College of Music
every Friday evening in a dedicated manner. Head of
the Junior programme at RCM Miranda Francis said,
‘Adam is very dedicated to his work, and he is always
a positive force for good in rehearsals and classes,
inspiring the others to focus and perform to their best.
I believe he will make an exceptional doctor as he is
a terrific human being.’
Adam has been a school prefect, led presentations
to aspiring doctors in the MedSoc school group,
written the new School Song and arranged and
recorded the music for our new school video. The list
goes on. Beyond music and school, Adam has been
incredibly selfless and caring through his voluntary work
at Hartley Care Home, volunteering at the dementia
specialist home since the start of year 11. He used his
musical talents to entertain the residents and provided
care on a one-to-one basis to residents who are unable
to feed themselves. The manager Paula Stanford told
me, ‘His perseverance is amazing. Adam chats to
residents and is always encouraging to them. Adam
helps staff a lot more than I think he realises, he is
always kind and caring and never phased if someone
is being a bit difficult. Being a mainly dementia home,
sometimes it can be quite challenging; Adam takes
it all in his stride and treats people with compassion
and respect. He truly is a real gentleman.’
Adam is now studying medicine at Sheffield University
and is much missed by Cranbrook’s Music Department.

THE DIANA AWARD
The award for outstanding
young people selflessly
creating and sustaining
positive social change in
memory of Diana, Princess
of Wales.

John Summer
1963–1968 Crowden
Musician and Orchestra
Director
John studied at Trinity College
of Music before freelancing
as a cellist. John joined
the Hallé as Chief Executive
in 1999, where he has been
involved with setting up the
Hallé recording label, founding
the Halle family of ensembles
including Youth Orchestra,
Youth Choir, Children’s Choir
and Training Choir and helping
deliver a new rehearsal and
recording facility for the
Orchestra and its ensembles.

ABRSM EXAM
DISTINCTION

“

DanSing was a chance try
something different with my friends
and have a laugh – even though
I’m not the strongest dancer.
KITTY HIND, YEAR 11 HORSLEY

“

Charlotte Kitchin, Oboe
Gr 8, Pablo Garcia Santos,
Guitar Gr 5, Anna Stephen,
Cello Gr 7, Issac Warner,
Trombone Gr 3, Eleanor
Young Min, Singing Gr 5
and Violin Gr 8. 

It is impossible to overstate the impact that Adam Harrod had on
the Music Department at Cranbrook School. As a Music Scholar,
Adam played a vital role in a number of school ensembles and
groups. He was an integral member of the Jazz Band, conductor
of the school Symphony Orchestra and Assistant Musical Director
for the Show Band for Hairspray the Musical. Adam was always
happy to help other students and share his knowledge of a wide
variety of musical styles. He has been greatly missed since moving
on and will leave a permanent hole in the music department.
GEORGE BARTLE, MUSIC PERFORMANCE COORDINATOR

10
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I DON’T MUCH LIKE MUSICALS

Drama AND
SO MUCH MORE
THE SMELL OF THE HAIRSPRAY,
THE ROAR OF THE CROWD
Cranbrook audiences were transported back to
the tumultuous sixties by a much anticipated
production of Hairspray that left spectators gasping
in disbelief at its sheer artistry. From the first note
of ‘Good Morning Baltimore’ to the show-stopping
‘You Can’t Stop the Beat’ the cast delivered one
Broadway number after another with huge conviction
and skill. Stunning performances came from cast
members across the school with Year 8s playing
leading roles alongside sixth-formers.

It is utterly impossible to single out a ‘star performance’;
every member of the cast delivered ‘wow factor’
by the gallon. The stage management of the incredible
set and lighting was also hugely impressive, with
deft and discreet changes from one spectacular
setting to the next. The overall production added
a new level of meaning to the word, ‘spectacular’
and special credit must go to Jade Deeble and
Kester Hulland-Rumley for their tireless dedication
and skill they poured into the enterprise.
MRS EVELYN CORNEY

Why? Because I enjoy a good story and I find many
popular musicals are rather weak in this area. There
are, of course, exceptions such as Oliver and West Side
Story but they were based on stories by arguably the
best story tellers the world has seen. ‘Hairspray’ for
me is not one of these exceptions and in all honesty,
I was only in the audience as my son was in the cast.
He had told me it was all going very well but I was not
really expecting to enjoy it much. How very, very wrong
I was. If I had known how good it was going to be I would
have bought tickets for the night before and even tried to
muscle my way into the Wednesday matinee. I have been
acting in, directing and watching theatrical productions
for 45 years and I have rarely enjoyed anything as much
as this one. I have never enjoyed a musical as much.
So why was it so good?
Firstly, the set design was simple but well thought out
and highly effective. The use of trolleys to move portable
flats to create little scenes in various stage positions was
a particular success but there were many other smaller
touches that were orchestrated by a highly efficient
backstage crew. Then, (talking about orchestra) the
musicians were virtually faultless. I’m sure one or two
would admit to playing the odd bum note but if they did
I didn’t notice and if I had, they were so good it would
be churlish to complain about any very minor mistakes.
Lighting was as well thought out as the staging and
executed with the same professionalism.
So then on to the performers on stage.
There were very many strong performances but it would
be inappropriate for me to single out anyone in particular
because this was very much a (rather marvellous) team
effort. The singing was assured and sometimes sensational.
The dancing was very well choreographed and similarly
executed and the acting mature and convincing. I had
to keep metaphorically pinching myself to remind me
that these were youngsters between 14 and 18 years

of age such was the mastery of characterisation. The
energy was infectious.
Next, I feel I cannot finish this critique without singling
out one particular person for praise.
As previously stated I have directed many plays myself
over the years and I know what it takes. However, I have
always shied away from large casts as I have felt the
job was difficult enough without saddling myself with the
additional problems of logistics and keeping everyone
singing from the same hymn sheet. Cast and crew for
this production numbered 72. To pull all this together
for any sort of production is a major feat in itself. To then
be in charge of producing a show of such quality is
a tremendous effort. To director and producer, Jade
Deeble, I tip my hat to a job very, very well done.

AWARD WINNING
PERFORMANCE
Congratulations to Caitlin
Mathieson, Sellers Year 8,
for being awarded Distinction
in her Grade 6 LAMDA
Musical Theatre exam and
the Tony Pape Award for
outstanding achievement
at YT93 Theatre School.

Finally, whatever I say is not really important.
At the end of the show my natural reaction was to get to
my feet to applaud. As I did I glanced over my shoulder
(I was in the front row) to guage the reaction of the rest
of the audience and saw that to a man, woman and child
they were all rising to their feet. Now that is important.
Very well done to everyone involved and thank you
for allowing me to be a small part of a wonderful
theatrical experience.
ANDY CHESTERS, AUDIENCE MEMBER

The weeks of practice develop your key skills and
mean that the group works tightly together, but on the
day you still have to hope and pray that it all comes
together and works.

FROM ATTACKING MOVES TO DANCE MOVES
Hairspray was my first school production. I played
Edna Turnblad the mother of Tracy, (played by Megan
Stewart). It was quite a demanding role as it included
being dressed in a fatsuit, covered in make-up and
required me to sing and dance in heels, something
a first team rugby player rarely does.
However, I did see a few similarities between the stage
and rugby pitch. In both you have to practise for months
on end, learning and practising different things over and
over again whether they’re dance moves or attacking moves.
12
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Practice makes perfect or prepared, meaning that
when something does go wrong everyone is tuned
into each other and able to mount a recovery. In our
matinee performance for primary schools, Dara who
played Motormouth had to leave the stage because
her mic cut out before her first big song. Velma ran
on to discover that she was not on stage and therefore
unable to have the conversation that was planned
in the script. Velma and the cast improvised a scene
until Motormouth returned and no one in the audience
would have known any different. This gave us confidence
that we could bounce back, work together and get
through whatever might happen.
Being part of Hairspray was one of the best things
I have done at Cranbrook and would urge everyone to
audition for the full school production as the experience
is invaluable.
BEN BOOTH-CLIBBORN, YEAR 13 ALLAN

A CREW’S EYE VIEW
‘I thought it was fantastic… the music, tech and singing’
were the first words that came to mind when I asked
Helena Featherstone, one of our Assistant Stage Managers,
what she thought of the musical.
We see a very different side of productions as the stage
crew, quite literally from all angles. Two of our members
are also actors so get to experience both on and off stage
perspectives of being in a show. We had a dedicated
team working on Hairspray, with Damien Thorne directing
the behind the scenes crew, making sure the set and
actors were in the right place at the right time. For many
of the crew, including myself, these were roles we had
never taken on before, a daunting yet exciting new

opportunity. We all agree that this was the best production
we have been a part of, with everyone feeling the pressure
to get it right and working brilliantly as a team to do so.
We communicated via headsets, helping us to coordinate
our movements and make the show run as smoothly as
possible (even if we are frantically trying to figure out
how to fix Corney Collins’ mic whilst he was on stage!)
However, none of this would have been possible without
the support of our head of Tech, Kester Hulland-Rumley,
who motivated us all the way. I would like to thank the
whole team, especially Cullena Peiris who successfully
took part in his last show, as our production manager.
TASKEEN NASIF, YEAR 13 HORSLEY,
STAGE MANAGER ON BOOK
LYNX / CRANBROOK SCHOOL / 2019
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THE ATTENBOROUGH EFFECT:
IT’S YOUR BLUE PLANET TOO

Environmental
art
HOW AN ARTIST CAN SHOWCASE THE IMPACT
OF HUMANS ON THE ENVIRONMENT

Emma Biggs
1975 Blubery
Mosaic artist
Emma founded Mosaic
Workshop in 1988, which
has been responsible for
high profile commissions
including some for chapels
in Westminster Cathedral.
The Mosaic Workshop has
gone on to be the UK’s most
thriving mosaic studio.

Climate change is now in the news more often
than we would like; talking about sea-levels rising,
the harm of plastic and other waste, as well as
pollution of water due to oil spills and pollution
of the air due to globalisation.
Oceans are polluted by oil on a daily basis from oil
spills, routine shipping, land run-offs and dumping.
Oil spills make up about 12% of the oil that enters the
ocean and other water sources, the rest comes from
shipping travel, drains and dumping. The reason this
is such a problem is that oil cannot dissolve in water
and forms a thick sludge that suffocates fish, gets
caught in the feathers of marine birds stopping them
from flying, and blocks light from photosynthetic aquatic
plants. John Sabraws is an artist whose work helps
people to understand the need for action on this issue.
John Sabraws was the first artist I investigated once
I had chosen to study the topic of humans and the
environment for my A Level Art. His paintings talk about
the ‘sublimity of nature’ and he tries to highlight to
people ‘the fragility of our current relationship with it’.
Sabraw was born in Lakenheath, England. An activist and
environmentalist, his paintings, drawings and collaborative
installations are produced in an eco-conscious manner,
and he continually works toward a fully sustainable
practice. He collaborates with scientists on many
projects, and one of his current collaborations involves
creating paint and paintings from iron oxide extracted
in the process of remediating polluted streams. His
work has been in numerous collections including the
Museum of Contemporary Art, Honolulu, the Elmhurst

Museum in Illinois, Emprise Bank, and Accenture Corp
and has most recently been featured in TED, Smithsonian,
New Scientist, and Great Big Story, each time showcasing
his environmental position.
In a TED talk called ‘Toxic art’, Sabraw explained
his idea that we could extract iron oxide from polluted
waterways as a valuable resource rather than simply
waste disposal, using the pigment to create large scale
installations and so asking the question ‘could treating
pollution be an entrepreneurial endeavour, rather than
a societal cost?’
The reason I chose to study Sabraw was because he
focuses on the natural phenomena, the earth’s ecosystem
and the effect human kind has on it. He hopes that
his work will achieve an outcome that has a positive
impact on society as well as preventing pollution. When
asked if art is important when tackling environmental
issues, he responded, ‘The science is compelling
to those who can process it, but art can connect
with people on a more basic, emotional level. It raises
awareness and involvement.’

Blue Planet II (2017) horrified viewers when it showed
footage of a mother whale carrying around its dead
baby days after it had died. The mother’s involuntary
consumption of plastic in the ocean had poisoned her
bloodstream and therefore her milk supply: her calf’s
food. It was this, and numerous other harrowing examples
of marine deaths, that spurred the nation into action.
The earliest records of plastic waste in the ocean
date from the 1960s; now, an estimated eight million
tonnes of plastic are dumped into the sea every year.
The effects are catastrophic. Each careless swipe of
a bottle of water off the shelf has its consequences,
from marine life choking on bottle tops or getting
trapped in plastic bags (mistaking their bright colours
for food) to the breakdown of each piece of rubbish
into microplastics which are devastating to ecosystems
and food chains. When plastics break down, they
leave behind traces of bisphenol A, which affect the
growth and reproduction of aquatic organisms. This
and other toxic chemicals infect the water, and over
a long period of time too: a single plastic bottle can
take 1000 years to decompose. Animals may absorb
these damaging toxins, which are passed up the food
chain and eventually, when we tuck into our seafood
dinner, they make their insidious way into us.
The airing of Blue Planet II led to a 53–55% reduction
in single-use plastic over a twelve month period. MEPs
in the EU voted to ban the top 10 single-use plastic items
found on beaches in Europe by 2021, such as plastic
cutlery and straws. One MEP said that if we did not act,
there would be more plastic than fish in the oceans by
2050. In his acceptance speech for the National Television
Impact Award for the programme, Attenborough vowed
‘we are going to do something to protect our beautiful
world.’ And we are. Cranbrook School recently imposed
its long-awaited ban on plastic cups in the dining hall
after a presentation from EcoSchools. Pupils, teachers

and other staff were throwing away more than 4000 plastic
cups per school week, plus those used by boarders at
the weekends. If we can reduce this much waste, other
schools and organisations can follow. We are a clear
demonstration of ‘The Attenborough Effect’ in all its success.

Above, Ella Payne,
2019 leaver Allan.

ANNA STEPHEN, YEAR 13 HORSLEY
Logo competition winner
Congratulations to Harvey Thrower, Year 13 Lynx, for
designing the winning logo for the 2020) Cranbrook Town 2020
Music Festival.

ELLA PAYNE, 2019 LEAVER ALLAN

Right, Alice Triboulet,
2019 leaver Blubery.

SELLERS’ VISION OF THE FUTURE
Art is subjective, some people think of art as actions
or sounds that may include acting and music while others
think of drawing, painting or other ‘traditional’ artistic
media. When I think of the future of art, I think of all
those things in one. My first instinct is art being created
in the future will reflect the political and environmental
state of the world, much as it always has.
Politics and the environment are the main point of conversation
at the moment, people saying how the situation can
only get worse, let’s assume that’s true. The sheer
disorganization of the political world would have to be
expressed in some way. Most artists would jump at the
opportunity to create something relatable that the public
can understand such as the current affairs and topics
that everyone is familiar with. Another possibility is that
artists will create pieces reminiscing on the past, for
example, the overall healthier environmental state of the
world and the political situations not being so disorderly.

Ken Robertson
1945–1950 Rammell
Sculptor
After spending 21 years
working in the West End of
London as a dental surgeon,
Ken decided to combine
work with his love of the
countryside and animals.
He became a farmer and
also started to explore his
life-long love of art. Ken
now creates fantastic bronze
sculptures of the animals
he loves as well as capturing
the movement and mood
of dancers.
You can view Ken’s gallery at:
www.kennethrobertson.co.uk.

BELLA INNES, YEAR 8 SELLERS
14
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SEEING OURSELVES AS OTHERS DO

Looks aren’t everything,
or are they?
Perhaps there is no time more influential in the
shaping of our self-perception than our teenage years.
It is then that we are beginning to learn about who
we might be, and how to present ourselves to the
world. The two are not necessarily conflated; in fact,
more often than not, being a teenager is problematic:
we often do not know much about the first thing; and,
are faced with conflicting ideas of how we feel we
should and how we really want to express ourselves
in the second.
But the calculated, superficial nature of our online
presences provides a canvas unlike any before, where
we can construct whoever we want to be. With an
audience of what can now be literally hundreds of millions
of people worldwide, the spotlight is on us. So, who
do we put forward to stand in it? The online version of
ourselves and of others is (usually) planned and artificial.
The subsequent effect is that people generally publish
the version they think is most appealing to others,
because that is social media’s inherent nature; it is the
supermarket of human personae, and the best-looking
food is always the most desirable.

Left, Eloise Bull, Year 12
Webster; below from left to
right Flora Roberts, Year 12
Allan, Pearl Cullingworth,
Year 12 Allan and Georgie
Parsons, Year 12 Horsley.

This portrait of myself in full teacher mode made
me reflect on how the artist and eventually students
perceive us, the teachers.
Even though the portrait was drawn from a picture
snapped quickly during a break or a lunchtime, I wonder
today why I struck that particular pose.
I gave an assembly a few years ago on the power of body
language, and I am now reading a typical power pose;
elbows flared out, making myself bigger than I actually
am, occupying the space in a dominant fashion. In the
classroom, that pose does mean I am in charge in here,
and would command respect from a sitting pupil. Such
a pose, adopted for a few minutes before a stressful
situation like an interview (or a speaking exam) is meant
to make the right coping hormones flow into the body
to help the brain function at its best. So we can say
that our body language is not just meant to be read
by the people around us and create an image of
ourselves for them; the right, positive and powerful
poses also help our brain cope better with stress and
be more efficient in general.
It can therefore create a circle of positivity going
outwards but also inwards; what is there not to like?
Lastly, I am grateful to the artist for choosing to
snap me on a day when I wore some of my favourite
comfort accessories; furry jacket and hair band.
They are very much part of who I am. If I came back
to life as an animal, I would certainly choose to be a

very furry, preferably purring one. I also like the bohemian
ethnic look of headbands that help me tame quickly
a very unruly mop!
The curly-haired amongst you will sympathise.
MRS ISABELLE LAVIGNE

But is any of it actually good for you? If we are so
preoccupied with presenting what we want to be
the best version of ourselves, do we not become so
preoccupied with the idea of what we think we should
be and, by extension, what we aren’t?
These personae are synthetic, distortions or only
parts of reality, that are often striving for an artificial
and unattainable standard. A manifestation of this might
be the selfie filters that have led to the phenomenon
dubbed ‘Snapchat dysmorphia’, impelling people
to cosmetic surgery.
The ‘spotlight effect’ is the tendency to believe that
more people are noticing you than they actually are.
A very uncomfortable and perhaps familiar feeling
for many, a degree of this egocentrism is natural in
almost everyone and has been found to be present at all
stages of life; it can be a product of self-consciousness
or self-protection. It used to be the case that this was
only an issue when one was in public, but now that’s online,
it’s everywhere; it no longer stops at the front door.

Alice Triboulet,
2019 leaver Blubery.

Appearance has always been important. Our
childhood years resounded with the mantra
‘Looks aren’t everything, you know!’ Yet, despite
this well-meaning reminder, the rise of social
media as a now ever-present part of our lives
– especially among young people – is the rise
of an impression of the real world where yes,
looks are everything.

Social media is designed to be addictive, to draw the
user back time and again into a world where appearance
reigns supreme. This intense and pervasive focus on it is
perhaps transforming our self-perception as it becomes
harder to escape the public gaze.
No demographic is more under this constant focus
than young people. But perhaps, sick of all this food
which looked good but was, in essence, full of rubbish,
young people will be spurred by the yearning for something
more… organic. Perhaps we will see a movement towards
the definition of ourselves in a way that is more real,
candid and kinder to ourselves.

SELLERS’ VISION OF THE FUTURE
One thing I want in the future is that people should not judge
people by their race or any disability (mental or physical) because
everyone is equal, we are all humans and we should treat each
other well for that alone. People who don’t consider themselves
to be racist, are still treating people with different phrases
and treating them differently.
Coming from a family with different racial backgrounds like
black and Asian I know what it’s like to live without even considering
that someone’s comments are ‘racist’, we appreciate each
other with respect even when I’m one of the only white people
in a room of my Dad’s Caribbean relatives.

People have disabilities of different kinds, these should be
recognised but not as negative. Just because someone has
a physical disability doesn’t mean they are any less clever than
anyone else. I feel that people should be happy about being
different and there should be a recognition of difference but
that doesn’t mean that it should be negative. As humans
we should all be treated with the upmost respect. We should
all work together to make a positive difference in each other’s
lives. So, I want to help make a more racial and disability
aware world. There shouldn’t be restrictions just because
of the way our fellow humans are born.
JOANNA SUEWING, YEAR 8 SELLERS

ELEANOR YOUNG MIN, YEAR 13 ALLAN
16
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WHAT NAME?
The Cranbuzz started without a name. We considered
several, ‘The Cranbrook Weekly’, ‘The Cranbrook Echo’
and, if my memory serves me right, ‘The Cranberry’.
But we settled temporarily on ‘The Cranbuzz’ and before
we had made the name official, we noticed a growing
buzz had been stirred up about the upcoming paper
and the people running it, so it seemed obvious to
leave the name as it was.
THE FIRST EDITION

RUGGED BEGINNINGS AND THE FIRST ISSUE
I had wanted to start a school publication in my
previous school but did not take the necessary steps,
mainly because I had not been sure how to. The first
step was deciding why a newspaper was needed
and whether it was worth it. Looking back now I can
certainly say, it was!
Starting a student newspaper was always going
to be an engaging and enjoyable task. But Will, Ellie
and I really had no idea of the amount of work needed
prior to the first edition coming out.

“

Ellie and Will and I discussed – why a school newspaper?
How would we fund it? And, of course, what name
would we give it? We decided that a school newspaper
was necessary for a couple of reasons. Firstly, so
many things go on under the radar in the school:
musical talent, art, photography. It is also vital to
support our sports teams representing the school.
The student voice and perspective on school and
wider world issues are also key factors and, in fact,
what make us what we are. It is important that
students are able to communicate things that they
have noticed in the school that they feel need to be
changed, for example our coverage in our first issue
of the plastic cup crisis by, then Year 12, Holly Ford.

Perhaps now more than ever, the importance of young people
setting up a discourse with the world around them and realising
the power their voice can have is pivotal. We wanted to provide
a platform for students to express and share their ideas and
opinions on the things that matter most to them, achieving this
voice through writing. The Cranbuzz is open to any student
to write on any topic from world politics to school news.

When setting up a newspaper you want your pages
to be filled. So, you need writers, photographers,
editors and artists. This was the tricky part. We had
to self-advertise to friends and people in our houses.
The hope was that after the first issue people would see
that The Cranbuzz was here to stay and so want to get
involved. We were all over the place in terms of funding,
articles, the template of the paper, the number of copies
and so on. Looking back, I remember when the stress
got to us producing a mirage effect in our calculations
and leaving us to conclude that the newspaper would
cost £6 a copy rather than 60p per copy. In putting
together the first edition, we had the chance to work
with outstanding sixth formers, Year 11s and Year 10s,
who really worked hard to get quality work into the
paper. There was a strong sense of pride in working
as a team to produce something tangible.
The initial intention was to fund a good portion of the
first issue ourselves, putting in our own investment, in
order to show the school we were determined to see
this through and were less likely to simply create a
‘one-off’ edition. Eventually we received the news from
the CSPA that the first issue would be fully funded for
which we were so grateful.
In April 2019, at the dusk of the spring term, The
Cranbuzz’s first issue was born. The efforts and
work of all those who contributed to the publication
were out for the whole school to see. Special mention
must be given to Mr Swinburne who was the first
teacher we brought this idea to, Mrs Newman who
has worked closely with us in the publication of both
issues, and Danielle Ford who has proven herself
to be an astute editor.

CRANBUZZ ROARS INTO ITS SECOND EDITION
After an exciting launch, June 2019 welcomed the
second and much improved version of The Cranbuzz.
We had new contributors, a new template arranged
by Steph Harris, and decided to use an A5 instead of
an A4 format – taking on board advice from Mr Turner.
We reasoned that an A5 booklet would be a more
user-friendly format, less intimidating and, as someone
put it, wouldn’t give the impression of too much to
read. A5 would also save half the costs and so we
would be able to print even more copies at a cheaper
rate than the first edition. Even in the contemporary world
we constantly see the media and newspaper outlets
trying to find new ways to reach a wider audience
at cheaper costs.
The second edition opened with a front page from, then
Year 11, Damilola Marquis who questioned the importance
of GCSEs but went on to wish himself and his fellow Year
11s the best with their exams that year. We also featured
‘Should the Voting Age be Lowered?’ by Danielle Ford
which seems an all too fitting question with the general
election then a month away, and an interview with the
new Senior Four by Annabella Callaway in which they
discussed their plans and aspirations in the role.
FOOL ME ONCE, FOOL ME TWICE, BUT THREE
TIMES… THAT’S THRICE
After releasing two editions, The Cranbuzz team
is putting together Issue 3. There will be art works,
information articles, sports coverage, the odd satire,
political titans and special contributions from Year 9s
and 10s as we strive to extend the paper to the
junior school. It is funny to think that all this began
from one idea and one meeting.
In truth without the phenomenal hard work of people like
Eleanor Young Min, Danielle Ford, William Stockbridge,
Stephanie Harris and indeed all our writers, photographers,
artists and contributors, none of this would be possible.
A huge, huge, huge thank you to all of you.

CO-FOUNDER AND EDITOR OF THE SCHOOL NEWSPAPER, ‘THE CRANBUZZ’– ELEANOR YOUNG MIN

GUIDO KUNTZE, YEAR 11 CORNWALLIS

“
TAMUNOTEIN KARIBI-WHYTE, YEAR 11 CROWDEN

GUIDO KUNTZE, YEAR 11 CORNWALLIS

NNAMDI NDUKA-EZE, YEAR 13 CORNWALLIS

When Nnamdi approached me about the creation of
The Cranbuzz, it really appealed to me as someone who
loves writing and has taken that passion into the weekly
blog I publish. The Cranbuzz offered a chance to provide
a platform to others who write and would like to share
their talent with the world.
CO-FOUNDER AND EDITOR OF THE SCHOOL NEWSPAPER, ‘THE CRANBUZZ’– WILLIAM STOCKBRIDGE
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Creative writing
GUEST JUDGE
SHORT STORY WRITING
COMPETITION
Matt Killeen is author
of Orphan Monster Spy
He began his career as
an advertising copywriter,
not realizing he was truly
a writer. He is a lover of
costume parties, is an avid
gamer, soccer fan, toddler
wrangler and warrior for
truth and social justice.
Matt very kindly judged
Cranbrook’s 2019 short
story competition and
here are his winners in
our three age groups.

YEAR 7 AND 8 WINNER
GEMMA BRASSLEY YEAR 7 SELLERS
IN THE JUNGLE
Dong!
The luminous moon sails out from behind a cloud.
Dong!
Dancing snow swirls into a carpet.
Dong!
Icicles hang like fangs from the eaves.
Dong!
The hoot of an owl as it hunts for its unsuspecting
prey.
Dong!
A fox knocks over a dustbin with a crash.
Dong!
A security guard jolts awake.
Dong!
A hamster changes direction on his spinning wheel.
Dong!
The cry of a hungry baby.

A dogs stirs from a happy dream chasing rabbits.
Dong!
Louise Dean
1983–1988 Allan
Novelist, Author of
Becoming Strangers 2004
This Human Season 2005
The Idea of Love 2008
The Old Romantic 2010.
Louise writes about difficult
themes such as ageing,
pancreatic cancer and
Alzheimers, mental illness
and the exploitation of
Africa. She won the Betty
Trask Prize in 2004 and
was longlisted for the Man
Booker Prize, and won Le
Prince Maurice prize in 2006.

Children sleep peacefully in their beds.
Dong!
Stars dot the indigo sky.
Dong!
Midnight has struck.

“

this a thousand times in my head, until it feels like the
wall has become part of me.

SILENCE

And now I’m here, back where I started. I feel calm,
peaceful, almost serene. The air is cool, still and
everything feels like it’s on pause as if my surroundings
are holding its breath in anticipation. I’m ready. I reach
up to make my first move, my hand fitting perfectly into
the crag. My feet follow and I make my way up.

The girl wakes with a start. She is no longer in her own
bed, nor is she alone. The sound of voices nearby, foreign,
male. She can’t make out any of what they are saying.

I was looking up at the rock. The shiny granite looms
above. Miles of it reaching up to the sky. I can barely
see the top but I know just above the highest ledge is
the pinnacle point. This is Silence, 15.1, classified as the
hardest climb in the world. I have lost track of how many
times I have stared up at this intricate puzzle of crevices,
hand holds and overhangs. I was so close last summer.
Six weeks of relentless climbing had got me within arms
reach of the top, but those last three moves had defeated
me, again and again and again. It was tough to call it
a day after being so close, but I knew I had to go home
and do the ground work in order to come back, stronger,
mentally fitter and ready to conquer this climb.

It is pitch black. She can see nothing. She reaches out
her hand and it brushes against canvas. A tent? Slowly,
she feels her way across the fabric until she finds a hole.
Peering through into the darkness, illuminated only by
torchlight, she can see the owners of the voices. A group
of men standing huddled together. Orange, red pinpricks
of light, cigarette ends. The smell of tobacco fills the air.

I have been working on my strength and balance. Back
at the gymnastics club where I used to train, I’ve spent
hours stretching, pulling, pushing, doing everything I can
to give me the tools to extend, arch and position myself
to make the final few moves. On my bedroom wall at
home I have plastered it in post it notes, every step and
detail of the climb. I have memorised and gone over

It is cold. A bitter cold which claws at your bones and
envelopes you in an icy coffin. She retreats into the tent.
Her eyes adjust to the darkness now and she can
see there are other sleeping bodies around her. She
takes a breath. The pungent stench of sweat and
stale breath makes her gag. She pulls the sleeping
bag over her head and crawls down as far as she can
go. Tears form in her eyes and she blinks them away.
Where is she? How will she get home? Her parents
will be so worried when they discover she is missing!
She unzips the sleeping bag and looks around again.
A pair of shining brown eyes look back at her. A young girl
on the mattress next to her is awake and whispers to her.
She doesn’t understand, shrugs and shakes her head.

NO ESCAPE FROM REALITY

Their wings flit rapidly, with no sign of strain or fatigue.
They look more bored actually. Or not bored, maybe
mild botheration.

What separates dreams from reality? How can we tell
that our dreamworld isn’t the real world?
I touch the grass beneath me.
If this isn’t real, whoever’s commanding this simulation
is doing a brilliant job.
I pick a dandelion, a tuft of fairy skirts carrying potential
life. What a marvellous ingenious creation! I wonder
if I tell it how marvellous it is, it will believe me.

She remembers reading about the ‘Jungle’, a migrant
camp in France. But what is she doing here? It’s a long
way from her cosy bedroom in Kent.

I blow at the dandelion, watching as the numerous
transporters disperse to plant their cargo in a foreign
place. Twirling, floating, flying. Flying. She flies.

READ ALL OF GEMMA’S SENSITIVE IMAGING OF
AN EXPERIENCE IN THE CALAIS JUNGLE AT
CRANBROOKSCHOOL.CO.UK/NEWS/LATEST-NEWS/

Creative writing thrives at Cranbrook School,
with our creative writing competition attracting more
entries than ever this year. I am a great believer
that in order to write well you need to read and
so promoting reading and writing is the perfect
job for me. With an MA in Creative Writing (and
a novel on the back burner!) encouraging Cranbrook
students to write creatively is hugely satisfying.
Long may it continue!

I look at her.
It’s about time.
You would think that sitting in a circle of mushrooms
would be quick to get the security’s attention.
“Are you here to curse me and take me away?”

Michael Brett
1967–1974 HOUSE
Poet
Michael started writing
poetry during the Civil War
in the Former Yugoslavia
when he worked in the Press
Section of the Information
Centre of Bosnia-Herzegovina
in London. He continued
writing during the Gulf Wars
and most recently published
a collection of his war poetry.

FIND OUT WHETHER SOFIA’S CLIMBER FINALLY
MANAGES TO SCALE SILENCE AT
CRANBROOKSCHOOL.CO.UK/NEWS/LATEST-NEWS/
She looks at me. At least I think it’s a she. You never
know with the fae folk, maybe they’re genderless.

“In the Jungle” the girl responds in heavily accented English.
Seeing the look of confusion, she adds “In Calais”…

“Where are we?”

I have left the ground beneath me feeling determined to
make my way to the top. I feel light and nimble. I traverse,
reach, pull, feeling my way up. Each move feels effortless
and I fly up the rock face. Over half way now and the
ground beneath me is getting further away. Step by step
I reach up for the next crag, my chalky hands gripping
to the sequence of crags that I have memorised like a
strategic game of chess. Not far now, I’m not below the
final overhang. The light wind cools my face and I feel
alive and determined. I slide my hand up the next crag
and swing my legs over. I’m just gripping with one hand
now, my legs swinging over the expanse below.

SIXTH FORM WINNER
ELLA BRADY YEAR 12 WEBSTER

My uncle told me that plants have a higher sense of
spirituality and intelligence that humans can’t communicate
with – well most humans. He has ‘the gift’ and goes
to a group meeting with others who have it too. They
meet once a fortnight and are called the SpruceSpeakers.
I don’t have it – the gift I mean. I think my uncle was
disappointed.

“Do you speak English?”
“Yes, a little.”

Dong!

YEAR 9, 10 AND 11 WINNER
SOFIA BEST YEAR 9 WEBSTER

I defied one of your laws or rules or whatever you
call them. I’m sitting in a circle of mushrooms. I think
its time for you to do your magic and take me away
to fairyland now.
Sky eyes continue to bore into me, straw hair floating
around a tan freckled face. The relentless staring is
starting to unsettle me and I have to avert my eyes.
Only something preternatural could make me do that.
I look up. The fairy is gone.
I sigh and straighten my legs, so that they are no longer
cross legged, and lie back amongst the toadstools.
The dew from the grass seeps through my shirt.
“They were a rather normal boring looking fairy anyway.
City fairies would be cooler company” I mutter to myself
“and they’d have cooler hair”.

Richard Middleton
1897–1901
Poet and author
Richard became a poet and
author, remembered mostly
for his short ghost stories.
After leaving school he
worked as a bank clerk in
London, but unfulfilled in his
work he affected a bohemian
life at night joining the New
Bohemians club where he
met other artists and writers.
He was first published as
an author whilst working as
an editor at the magazine
Vanity Fair. He sadly suffered
depression or ‘melancholia’,
dying aged 29.

I imagine the grass forming into a whale and swallowing
me whole.
It doesn’t.
YOU CAN EXPERIENCE ALL OF ELLA’S DREAM
SEQUENCE AT
CRANBROOKSCHOOL.CO.UK/NEWS/LATEST-NEWS/

CHRISTINE NEWMAN, LIBRARIAN, OC 1975–77
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The ‘B’ word
– Brexit
It was that special time of day again: it was 11:30,
not even halfway through the school day, let alone
my Politics lesson, and once again I was caught
between the verbal crossfire of two Year 13 boys
twice my height. The topic in question? Brexit.
It was hardly surprising, really. Ever since that fateful
referendum over three years ago, the ‘European question’
has dominated British news media and divided the
nation in half. However, it did not take long for me
to discover that the capricious nature of Brexit was
not confined to the front pages; every Politics lesson
started with ‘Did you see the news today? Guess who’s
resigned?’ and usually ended with an interrogation
as to who in the class would vote Leave or Stay – at
which point I’d mutter something about lasagna being
for lunch that day before dashing out of the classroom.

Below, Banksy.
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I have learnt that Brexit cannot be regarded as a purely
political matter. Unlike other issues in recent years, the
EU referendum has transcended beyond Commons
debates into the social norms of everyday life. It thrusts
itself into our conversations, intrudes onto our TV screens,
rears its ugly head in newspapers or on social media
(let’s not talk about Twitter) and, regrettably, can drive a
wedge into the best of friendships. Brexit is fundamentally
a socio-political issue as it appeals to desires we hold
dear. People now use Brexit to not only discover an
individual’s political orientation, but explore and evaluate
who they are as a person, and what ideals of British life they
prize. In consequence, Brexit has spread its tentacles
beyond the electorate and trickled down to students
who are beginning to ascertain what they believe in.
Brexit has become a widely discussed topic at school
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not only because of the daily media bombardment,
but also because Brexit has proven to be so culturally
divisive amongst a generation who are potentially
becoming more invested in politics than ever.
This growing interest was perfectly illustrated during the
school’s annual Wear What You Like Day. The chosen
theme? Europe, of course. The event had always been
a competitive one but I was confident that myself and
my favourite Brexit quarreller, Grace, had come in a
pretty original costume. We had decided to recreate
the iconic Banksy mural of a man chiselling a star off
the EU flag. Grace donned an EU poncho while I wore
dungarees, dyed my hair red and blue and carried
a stepladder, although to my disappointment I had
been strictly prohibited from bringing in a mallet.
We were not the only ones who got creative. Throughout
the day, I spotted students dressed as Euro coins,
European flags, EU Summit leaders and even a group
of girls who made a cardboard Brexit bus. I, on the
other hand, feared being mobbed when my Politics
teacher asked if I had dressed up as Nigel Farage in
front of the entire class. Some students chose to focus
on other European issues, such as the yellow-vest
rioters in Paris, and a few ignored the theme altogether
– my friend came dressed as Marty McFly for the
fourth year running. Ultimately, the colourful display
of costumes on the Cranbrook School lawn clearly
highlighted to me how diverse students’ views were
and how everyone’s take on Brexit was as unique as
their costume. And given all the arguments and tension
Brexit had inflicted, it was refreshing to see it taken
up by the school in good spirit.

Seeing the burst of creativity that stemmed from the
day prompted me to investigate further into how Brexit
has affected students. I didn’t find myself short of sources
– it seemed everyone had an opinion on Britain’s
departure from the EU. To me, it showed how extensive
the Brexit coverage has become. Students had dozens
of claims and statistics on Brexit, yet few seemed
to offer a similar level of knowledge, or even passion,
for other topics. There are so many facts and figures
floating around Brexit, it seemed the meaning of it
had been lost altogether. Everyone seemed to have
their own solution for how the referendum should have
been implemented. One Year 11 student believed
that, ‘We should have been told about Brexit before
we got the vote. We could have had a vote saying
‘shall we leave the EU’ before the actual referendum’.
As I dug deeper, an overall consensus formed that
regardless of referendum or no referendum, leave or
stay, Cranbrook students had in fact become almost
desensitised to the constant flow of Brexit bulletins.
A Year 9, for instance, remarked that: ‘You get used to
it being on the news everyday. You have to live with it’.
Interestingly, the frustration amongst students was not
so much directed at voters who chose either Leave
or Stay, but rather the Government as a whole which
has, at the time of writing, failed to reach a substantial
conclusion for Britain’s departure. A Year 8 student, for
instance, remarked that: ‘I tend not to listen because
it just confuses and distracts me. It’s a problem that
keeps getting delayed and nobody likes it,’ while a
Year 11 student reported that ‘Brexit so far has had
no effect on me whatsoever other than mild irritation,
because it’s in the news all the time and Parliament
can’t decide on a deal’. Brexit, most students
concluded, was a ball that was being kicked down
what now transpired to be a very, very long road. As
a result, the problem has grown in size and has served
as a distraction, even to students, from other pursuits.

Parliament’s attention to such an extent that other
equally important issues are becoming neglected.
A fellow Year 13 classmate of mine stated that, ‘it hasn’t
affected [her] personally, but to think of how much
we could’ve developed in the past three years in other
policy matters had the MPs just accepted the people’s
vote, left and then could’ve all moved on by now’.
Indeed, issues particularly prevalent amongst young
people, including mental health and sufficient education
have arguably been affected by the intense focus on
Brexit, with 50% of all mental health problems being
established by the age of 14, and yet analysis from
the King’s Fund health think tank found that 40% of
mental health trusts in England had actually seen their
budgets cut in recent years. One student was particularly
passionate regarding this, claiming that Brexit is ‘always
on the news’ while ‘we have other things to worry
about like people committing suicide everyday’.

THEN AND NOW
A great idea never goes
out of fashion!
2009

2019

There will hopefully come a time when Brexit is consigned
to the history books. But until then, students will continue
following the political divisions with speculation and
frustration. What will become of our country this time
next year, no one can be sure of – but I know that
Cranbrook’s Wear What You Like Day will be bigger
and better than ever.
DANIELLE FORD, YEAR 13 HORSLEY

The constant delays and indecision that have come
to define Brexit in recent times have caused younger
generations to face an uncertain political future. A
Year 9 student commented that, ‘prices have gone up
so much and I’m buying stuff now because it’ll be
so expensive next year’. But perhaps most significantly,
several students expressed fear that Brexit has devoured
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GEOGRAPHY
INVESTIGATIONS
Geography is an earth science, one of the natural
sciences along with chemistry and biology. It
is the study of the physical features of the earth
and atmosphere, as well as human activity and
the distribution of populations and resources.
A level students Iona Howells and Katie Kittermaster
focused their course work close to home, investigating
the impacts of counter urbanisation on Hawkhurst
(Counter Urbanisation: a large number of people moving
from an urban into a rural area). Poor quality housing
and low environmental quality can force people from
inner city areas and technology innovations mean
it is no longer necessary to live near family or work.
Using a broad spectrum of sampling, interview and
desk-research techniques, the students studied recent
population growth and its impact on the town, as well
as the perceptions of this amongst the pre-existing
community and the extent to which traffic at the
Hawkhurst crossroads is a serious problem.
Key findings and conclusions:

The Colonnade, Hawkhurst
1904 and 2019.

Hawkhurst is classified as a small town with a population
of 4,041. However, most local residents still consider
it a village. From May 2001 to May 2028 the town is
set to nearly double in size, with the full effects of rapid

growth not being felt for another decade. The number
of houses built over the last decade was 260 units and
the proposed number over the next 10 year period will
be in excess of 700, representing a 300% increase.
Hawkhurst has seen rapid gentrification and growth
through the influx of young families and high earners
moving within its borders.
Counter urbanisation (and the perception of it) has
largely negatively affected local residents. There is
increased pressure on local primary schools (already
full with a significant waiting list), doctors (with 10,000
patients registered with the two surgeries and lists soon
to close) and road, sewage and drainage systems not
built for such rapid growth. Retail provision has been
one area of positive growth although traffic congestion
and parking provision make for an uncertain future for
the smaller, independent retailers.
Local residents were interviewed and asked to describe
Hawkhurst in one word as a means to gauge their
‘sense of place’. The main word that came up was
‘busy’. This supports the issue of traffic congestion,
with other common words being expensive, ruined
and overcrowded.
Large volumes of traffic impact people’s engagement
with places, creating the perception of the area being
busy and slow moving. Evidence shows that traffic
congestion seriously impacts physical and mental health,
with an increased risk of road accidents. Air pollution
is known to increase the risk of heart attacks and
strokes for those living nearby, leading to concerns for
the well being of those living in and visiting the town.
Hawkhurst is built around a crossroads and has three
schools meaning congestion worsens on weekdays
during term time. Research showed that 38% of
people surveyed pass through the town on their
journey to further places and in peak hours passing
through the traffic lights can take more than 23 times
longer than the minimum time recorded. The majority
of people surveyed claimed that passing through
Hawkhurst added between six and ten minutes to
their journey and citing the frequency of long queues
(cars waiting in traffic jams cause up to 40% more
pollution than those that are moving).
69% of people surveyed felt that safety was being
compromised due to high traffic levels and the number
of large vehicles passing down narrow streets close
to the pavement. In 2015 Hawkhurst Parish Council
asked residents which topics the Neighbourhood Plan
should focus on and the most common answer was
traffic. 80% of people surveyed as part of our student
study in 2019 said that Hawkhurst would benefit from
a bypass, although the majority did not know where it
should be put saying that they would not want to ruin
the surrounding countryside.
IONA HOWELLS AND KATIE KITTERMASTER,
2019 LEAVERS HORSLEY
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A Crisis of
Conservatism
When talking of Conservatism, I find it hard to
speak of it in terms other than that of tradition.
Tradition is simply following what came before
and has formed the basis for political thought
throughout human history – starting with the
ancient Chinese philosopher Confucius and ending
more recently with thinkers such as Benjamin Disraeli
and his brainchild, One Nation Conservatism.

DEFINITIONS

English Philosopher G K Chesterton described
Conservatism, particularly tradition, as being a ‘democracy
of the dead’. But with cries of ‘Conservatism is
fighting for its life against reactionary nationalism
coming from such national papers as The Economist
– we may be witnessing the death of a withered, once
great, political school. I fear I may be a little premature
with the autopsy, but let us enter into the greatest murder
mystery of our time… Who killed Conservatism?

Reactionary Nationalism
An opposition to social
progress and a desire to
return to past values.

Our first suspect is Tony Blair. He is the creator of
New Labour, a type of left wing politics completely
unique in its ideas and application. Known elsewhere
as the third way, this married traditional Labour ideas
of nationalization and ‘cradle to grave’ welfare with the
new neo-liberalism spouted by Thatcher and Reagan.
However, in reality the result was a watered down
version of Old Labour with a continuation of the free
market which punctuated Thatcher’s time in office.
Despite the hatred he receives now, during his decade
in power he received significant electoral success –
achieving a 178 majority against John Major’s Conservatives
in 1997 and winning a sizeable majority in each election
till his downfall in 2007. One question remains, what
were the Conservatives doing? Well, the party had
a long line of unsuccessful leaders with John Major,
William Hague and Michael Howard all falling short of
a majority in parliament. Much like its leadership, its
image changed (or tried to) into Disraeli’s One Nation
Conservative party. ‘Compassionate Conservatism’
was the order of the day and would continue well
into the career of David Cameron. Despite the legacy
Hague would leave, he would move into the backbench
during the coalition years. However, Hague would be
the first post-Thatcher Conservative leader to return
to the One Nationism of old.
The second suspect isn’t a person but an event.
The next prime minister in our chain is of course
Gordon Brown, but he isn’t the focus of our investigation
– instead we will be looking at the 2008 crash and
how it affected Conservatism. At the time of the
crash Gordon Brown was in charge and, like Blair
was a member of the Third Way. The Third Way was
a new strand of Socialism which embraced Liberal
ideas of the individual and an embrace of the free
market, started first by Tony Blair, it was carried on
by his Chancellor turned Prime Minister Gordon
Brown. However, as the man in charge when the
2008 financial ship went down he was blamed
heavily and was out of a job by the 2010 election.
He was ousted by the Conservatives spouting much

Conservatism
The doctrines of the
Conservative Party of
Great Britain or a similar
party elsewhere.
One Nation Conservatism
A paternalistic form of British
political conservatism.

the same Liberal ideas as he had. Conservative policy
had changed but why? Many of the problems faced
by Cameron during the 2010 election were as a
result of the 2008 crash – a large government deficit
and a lack of trust in free market economics. It seems
the development of Conservatism was a result of
changing circumstance, not the impact of an individual.

Neo-Liberalism
A branch of the new right
that favours the individual
and free market above
a sense of society and
paternalism.

Our final study is that of the coalition with the Liberal
Democrats from 2010 to 2015. This is where the
liberal side to modern Conservatism begins to show
– with mass cutting of the state in areas such as
education, legalising same sex marriage and attempts
at reforming the House of Lords. All of these are
liberal conceptions that had no part in Traditional
or One Nation Conservatism – the New-Right and
particularly Neo-Liberalism are where these ideas
come from. The coalition with the Liberal party
would only have exaggerated these changes.
As our investigation draws to a close we can begin to
collate the evidence we are faced with. It would seem
Blair is the most compelling suspect, here’s why. The
most Liberal, most modern government the UK has
had since Thatcher has been Blair’s, and the weapon
used to kill Conservatism was Liberalism so to assume
that one killed the other is a fair one. However, like
every great murder mystery there is a twist. I believe that
the ghost of Thatcherism still haunts the party to this
day with Liberal rebels doing her bidding. Despite the
rather humorous language I am writing with, this does
actually have a name in political science – The Reagan
Paradigm. This paradigm is one forged in American
politics and explains the turn to Liberalism after the
failure of the ‘state heavy’ policies of the 1960s and
1970s created by a long string of Democrat Presidents. The first president to use Liberal ideas to feed
on the public’s dissatisfaction was of course Reagan
although equally Thatcher in the UK came to office at
almost the exact same time. So to answer the mystery
of who killed Conservatism it was really themselves.
But to be fair to them in the words of Edmund Burke,
‘A state without the means of some change is without
the means of its conservation.’
WILLIAM STOCKBRIDGE, YEAR 13 WEBSTER
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BOYS HOCKEY
U12 & 13 It was a season of mixed results with the
boys getting their first experience of a full sized pitch.
We are very excited to watch this talented group of hockey
players progress through the school. Their dedication
to training has been outstanding.

SUMMING UP

sport

U14A Tom Errington (Captain) Coming together
from different schools this was our first time playing
competitively together. Our biggest victory was 4–0 over
King’s Rochester and came after a run of disappointing
losses, but we were all inspired to enjoy our hockey.
U15A Orla Reid (Captain) We’ve enjoyed a challenging
season but have all been fully committed to training and
developing as a team. Players’ Player was Atlanta Anley
and Coach’s player was Elsie Christopher-Soares.
U16 Ella Aitkin (Captain) It was a season of ups and
downs. When we won, we won by a lot and when
we lost it was neck and neck. Every player performed
amazingly and we rarely approached a match with
negativity.
2nds Jess Withnall (Captain) Overall the season was
a great success. We won all but one match, had an
86% win rate and achieved some impressive victories
such as 26-16 against a Benenden School team.
1sts Izzy MacKinnon (Captain) It’s been an incredible
year. Congratulations on winning the Tonbridge Division
2 ladies league, coming second in the National
Round of the SBF competition, only losing two games
all season.

U14B George Flanders (Captain) Notable
performances this season were by Tobi Adeosun in our
home win against Eltham in which he contributed some
great saves towards our 4–1 win and then Max Payne
with a great goal in our 1–0 win against Simon Langton.
U15A Victor Thorne (Captain) Our season was short
but entertaining. Straight away we built a great bond
together (and with our coach), which got stronger
through the season and showed in our hockey. Well
done Horatio Thomson for some fantastic saves against
Sutton Valence.
U15B Tom Morgan (Captain) We struggled for numbers
this season but the commitment and determination on
the pitch never failed from the players and we never
let our heads drop. Charles Drew was an essential
addition, creating many attacks and strong in defence.
2nds George Lowe (Captain) We had a wonderful
season losing only one game to a rather ‘stacked’
Sevenoaks. Ben Booth-Clibborn was ever present
between the sticks with two solid rocks in Alex Brown

and George Lloyd-Taylor in front of him. Midfield Marcus
Hinge combined well with Finn Alexander-Birch with
a deadly partnership of Luke Alderwick and George Lowe
providing pace and a keen eye for a goal up front.

BOYS HOCKEY COLOURS

1sts Will Farmer (Captain) Overall it’s been a
fantastic season, winning eight games and only losing
three in open play (losing on penalty flicks was a
recurring theme), with two losses coming against a
St. Lawrence side packed with national standard players.
Our coach Matt said our match against Langley Park
was one of the best he’d seen a Cranbrook side play.

Finn Piper

FULL COLOURS
Will Farmer
Ben Hillier

SPORTS COLOURS
Seb Terry
Will Adey
Bill Betts
and 1sts Most Improved
Finn Alexander-Birch

NETBALL COLOURS

NETBALL

Izzy MacKinnon
Captain & Coach’s Award

U12 We improved steadily across the season, our
footwork especially. Ogochukwu Madu, Daniella Attwood
and Lucia Lees deserve a special mention for being
selected to join the U13s at a county tournament.

Elsie Arscott
Vice Captain
Connie Turner
Captain’s Award
Freya Black
Ella Battson
Emma Turner
Maddie Young
Most Improved
Olivia Tomalin
NETBALL AWARDS
Polly Murphy
Most Improved
Sophia Govett
Captain’s Award
Lara Battson
Coach’s Award

U13 U13s came a fantastic fourth in the County
Championships (the first time Cranbrook had entered).
Chloe Jones was our star player, leading the team
with confidence as Captain and playing for the U14s
several times.
U14C U14s enjoyed a good season with a mixture of
wins and losses. Their enthusiasm and dedication to
improving their skills and game play has been impressive.
U14B Olivia Hazlewood (Captain) We had a great
season even though we didn’t win all matches and
have developed our skills and teamwork. We worked
especially well together for a 19-5 win against Duke
of York. Special mentions to Teresa Chan, Alica
Hamparzoumian and Gabby De Bustos Abreu who
were playing netball for the first time.
U14A Kate Lazarides (Captain) It’s been a great first
season and I’ve loved playing with everyone. Player
of the season was Evie Tapper for always playing her
best whatever position she was asked to play.
U15 Kitty Hind (Captain) We’ve made so many
improvements this year, retained a great team spirit
throughout and fully enjoyed winning against Sevenoaks
and Sutton Valence.

To read end of season reports
for all teams and sports, see
the End of Term Newsletters
on the website.
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U15B Maddie Rolls (Captain) We went into the
season determined and enthusiastic and won a tough
match against King’s. We’ve enjoyed ourselves and
achieved a 50% win rate. We are all proud to say we
won our last match – what a way to end the season.
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Rufus Ross

U14 Girls Led by Kent wicket keeper Maisie Wright,
the As steamed their way through their softball fixtures
showing they’re ready for hardball and a future force
to be reckoned with.

Percy Christopherson
1sts Most Valuable Player

U15Bs Boys Highlights of a positive season showing
lots of development include a 10 wicket win over Langley
Park and six wicket win over Duke of York with special
mentions going to Wilf Sellick, Fred Hamlyn, Christian
Cooper and Charlie Latham for consistently strong
performances, and to Tobi Adeosun, Diego Gervas and
Joe Cook playing cricket for the first time.

Luke Alderwick
2nds Players’ Player

George Lowe
BOYS HOCKEY AWARDS
Ben Errington
1sts Players’ Player

Blaise Hanson
2nds Most Improved

George Lowe
2nds Most Valuable Player

U15As Boys It was a season of two halves, with a less
than ideal start due to illness and injuries but a strong finish.
A knock of 45 from Captain Max Wookey against Tonbridge
suggested a Cranbrook win but Tonbridge just stole it with
the last ball of the match. James Morgan scored a fantastic
87 on his return from injury and a knock of 92 by Benjie
Bignell gave us a win against King’s Canterbury.

BASKETBALL
Juniors In a short season, the year 9 team peaked
with a close fought one point victory over St Greggs
and the Year 10s’ highpoint was a match against
Sackville where they kept the opposition to only two
points for the whole game. Stand out players include
Charlie Edwards, Miguel Hinojosa-Berrocal, Stanley
Brown and Charlie Drew.
Seniors Year 11 were undefeated in their games,
showing talent as a year group, but mention must go
to Malachi Hallet, Max Anderson and Tobi Odusanwo
who contributed massively, dominating when needed.
The senior team would have been undefeated other
than for a close loss in the final tournament, with their
best game being an impressive 55–46 win at home
against Tonbridge who we’ve not beaten for years.
Oliver Roper and Henry Stowell (Captains) said they
could not have asked for a better squad.

U13 Girls With the girls just starting out in cricket
the season started with softball but the team went on
to experience a hardball match too. Polly Brownlow
captained the team with maturity and we look forward
to a great cricketing future for this team.

CRICKET

U15 Girls Although they only won one match, the
others were close and the girls’ enjoyment of the
game was clearly evident. It was great to see so many
girls giving it a go in the end of season Inter-House
competition.

U13A Boys: The season started well beating local
rivals Skinners by one wicket. Skinners racked up
an impressive 110 runs but man of the match George
Herbert helped us catch them in the final over. We
mustn’t forget Barnaby Webster’s 58 not out that helped
us win against Ashford and the team effort that delivered
wins against Bethany and Duke of York as well.

1st XI Boys The boys had a tough season losing
five and winning one despite putting in a great effort.
Highlights included valiant bowling efforts from Piers
Townsend, Teyen Tapper and Cameron Cummings
who also scored his first century against the Lynxes,
impressive batting by Finn McGinley and an enjoyable
four wicket win against the 40 Club.
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RUGBY
U12 Josh Wright (Captain) An enjoyable season
in which we improved every game. Our best match
was against Sevenoaks and was the first one where
I didn’t get injured. Too bad it was our last game!

SPORT continued
GIRLS HOCKEY COLOURS

GIRLS HOCKEY

U14A Polly Brownlow (Captain) See page 30.

Polly Murphy
Captain & Most Improved
Player

U12 Verity Lees & Annabel Gwilliam Most of the
girls had played hockey at previous schools, but we
had to learn to play together as a team. After a 3–1 defeat
we went on to draw matches against Dulwich and
Ashford showing great progress and what we could
do together with just a few training sessions.

U14B The team played exceptionally well this
season, with the highest win rate in all matches.
Christmas hockey games were a great way to
end the season.

Daisy Sansom-Henley
Vice Captain
Za Erith
GIRLS HOCKEY AWARDS
Maisie Mileham
1sts Most Valuable Player
Eva Wright
Players’ Player

U13 Lucia Lees & Katie Allen Although we are yet
to win a game this season, we have played competitive
matches throughout, have really enjoyed the season’s
training and have every confidence that following our
hard work, victories will come next season.

U15A Heather Cooper (Captain) We have developed
massively as a team this season, keeping our spirits
high when score lines didn’t always represent the game
fairly. Highlights were a 2–2 draw against Eastbourne
when we had no subs and scoring a goal against
King’s Canterbury!
U15B Sorcha Turk (Captain) I’m proud that although
we didn’t win all of our matches, we supported
each other throughout. Anu Dada was a great help
in defence to Issy Wright in goal who never stopped
battling and Madeline Hill and Mia Jackson showed
some great technique in short corners.
2nds This team has a lot to be proud of, winning
the SBF tournament in October and reaching the
regional finals although just falling short of going
to Nationals. Maisie Mileham (Most Valuable Player),
Polly Murphy (Most Improved Player), Eva Wright
(Players’ Player).
1sts The team was mainly year 11s this season and
they competed with dedication and commitment
throughout the season and particularly at the U16
County Tournament, winning three matches and
losing three very closely.
TENNIS
U12 Boys This team has much potential and tested
their skills in a tournament at Sevenoaks performing
well although achieving mixed results. Bodes well
for the future.
U13 Boys U13s are a force to be reckoned with. The
A team has depth with five players regularly competing
for the top four places and coming third in the Kent Finals.
U14 Boys This year group had a plethora of players
to choose from and the team changed regularly.
They qualified for the finals of the Division 2 league
and finished fourth in the finals, an excellent effort.
U14 Girls A promising group of tennis players who
qualified for the finals of the Aegon Cup Division 2.
Their progress was impressive.
U15 Boys The boys competed in the Aegon Tennis
League 1st Division due to their dominance in Division
2 last year. All but one fixture was very tight with
Victor Thorne, Felix Dear, Robert Finn, Jack Groom
and Luc Duvoisin finishing third in the league.

MIXING IT UP
Cranbrook’s boys and girls share a passion for hockey
although their styles of play can differ. In November boys
and girls teams faced each other on the astro, the boys
bringing strength and speed and the girls their intricate
stick skills. The match ended 6–1 to the boys but Cranbrook’s
girls showed that sport is not all about the winning.
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U15 Girls The girls won 80% of their run of very
competitive matches, showing dedication, commitment
and enthusiasm.
1st Boys Alex Pavelko & Jolyon Presland (Captain)
See page 30.
1st Girls The 1sts only had three matches against
tough opposition but they gave everything and it was
lovely to see them enjoying their tennis.

U13A Ewan Campbell (Captain) We had a season
of tight losses but did get a win against Bennett
and scored some good tries. Everyone wanted to
get involved and there were very few missed tackles.
Felix Hutchings was Player of the Season, he wanted
to make every tackle and scored some great tries.
U13B Lucas Kenney (Captain) This was our first
season together, but amongst other competitive matches
we had two strong wins over Ashford, Tom Overy impressing
everyone with his pace in the first (scoring a try and
assisting another) and Daren Banan clearing out ruck after
ruck in the second giving us the opportunities we needed.
U14A Barnaby Webster (Captain) A good season in
which we had won three and lost five by the last match
against Simon Langton. This match started with an
amazing try from Nathan Fisho after which we scored
another five to win 34–0 with two excellent kick return
tries and an amazing try from Ollie Doubell where
he ran the whole length of the pitch.
U14B Matthis Swinburne (Captain) We won five
of our seven matches beating Ashford 41–28, scoring
tries out wide by passing and running well. Henry
Collins kicked many good conversions.
U15A Fred Hamlyn (Captain) It was a tough season
due to injuries that ended with us winning four and
losing four. Our standout win was over Simon Langton
with a score of 51–5. A big thank you to Felix O’Neill for
stepping into the Captain role when I had concussion.
U15B Alexander Howells Despite losing more
games than we won, we only conceded six more
points than we scored. Season highlights were big
victories over St. Lawrence and Sutton Valence and
the ferocious tackles of Louis Foy and how we used
the battering ram in Tobi Adeosun to great effect.
U16B Bertie Barwick (Captain) After losing our
first match 24–7 we came back with determination,
a solid defence and strong attacking force to beat
Tonbridge 22–5. more confident, in our match
against Ashford, an amazing run from Callum Tung
and a great team effort gave us a 13–12 win.
U16A Benjie Bignell (Captain) Our season was
full of ups and downs. We played well in first halves
but struggled to maintain our position. Player of the
Season was Max Wookey for some outrageous kicks,
huge hits and quick hands, with Josh Ogunleye
gaining meters every time he touched the ball and
Oscar Edge and Hugo Taylor never failing to turn
over possession every game.
2nd XV Jacob Holroyd (Captain) A frustrating season
with only one win and 43–5 loss against Sutton Valence
in which we took a hard beating and lost key players
to injuries, but with heads up we went on to secure
a draw against an arguably better side in our next
match. Not to be forgotten are David Balogun’s
outstanding interception and some rogue new tactics
in our final match against Judd!
1st XV Bear Pearse (Captain) After a fantastic
South Africa tour we enjoyed a winning season for
the first time (seven wins, two draws and six losses).
Highlights included wins away at Dartford Grammar
and Simon Langton and a 10–10 draw with Judd.
I hope the boys take pride in what they have achieved
throughout their time at Cranbrook.

RUGBY COLOURS
FULL
Bear Pearse
Captain
Percy Christopherson
Vice Captain

SELLERS’ VISION OF THE FUTURE
THE FUTURE OF WOMEN’S FOOTBALL
Women’s football is just as good as the men’s game.
It’s crazy in 2019 women are still at a disadvantage.
The women’s game has the same brute dreams, talent
and passion but we still don’t have the same pay and
facilities. No doubt about it, the women’s World Cup
in France this summer proved there is huge interest in
the game. These incredible athletes are role models and
have inspired the next generation of powerful women.
Not only do they put their bodies through a physical
battle day in and day out but they have an even bigger
psychological battle too. These women are playing to help
the women’s game get the recognition it deserves, not
for financial gain but for the love of the game and to prove
they are as worthy as the men’s teams. 9th November
2019 was a defining moment in the sport as the England
Lionesses faced Germany at Wembley in front of a
record-breaking crowd of 77,000. Things ARE changing!

Henry Buswell
Tom Ansell
Ollie Addis
Will Stockbridge
Anthony Williams
Daniel Allen
Ben Booth-Clibborn
HALF
George Lloyd-Taylor
Marcus Hinge
Rory McGinley
Giacomo Masiello

KATIE ALLEN, YEAR 8 SELLERS
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Sport continued
a couple of fantastic saves by goalkeeper Evie meant
we won the match 4–3 and progressed.
Qualification for the National Finals took place in November.
Cranbrook faced very strong squads from Bedford Girls’
School, Bedford Modern and local rivals Sutton Valence.
After two hard fought 0–0 draws in which we lost one
of our forward goal scorers to a head injury, the girls
faced BGS. They had chances to steal the lead but in
the last five minutes BGS converted two short corner
strikes, meaning a 2–0 loss.

TEAM

NATIONAL FINALS – HERE COME THE GIRLS!

Evie Shimmin, Emily Hues,
Chloe Jones, Georgina
Andrew, Sophie Wiggins,
Hope Rutter, Freya Roberts,
Polly Brownlow (Capt),
Greta Shannon, Millie
Vinton, Evie Langham, Bella
Breen, Alexandra McGarry,
Sofia Best, Molly Edwards.

In 2020 our current Year 9 girls’ hockey team (U14A) will
compete in the National Finals of the Tier 2 England
Schools competition at Reading Hockey Club and
their performances are building.
After finishing second in the County Finals, the team
performed very strongly at the East Regional Semi-Finals
and dramatically faced Coopers’ Company and Coborn
School in penalty flicks to decide who progressed
to regionals. Our penalty takers held their nerve and

Congratulations to the squad who have not only
played some tremendous hockey, but received praise
and admiration from umpires, coaches and officials
for their positive attitude during and between games
and being a credit to the school.
MR CRAIG MORTON

To finish the season we were invited to play a fixture
against Eton College.
Thank you to Mr Knight for taking and supporting us.
This was by far our best fixture in terms of gameplay
and quality of the courts. We gave it our all against
a very good and well-matched opposition. In singles,
we drew with Eton with Alex securing an extremely
entertaining win against their 1st seed, but lost six
out of nine doubles matches meaning Eton won the
fixture overall. Hopefully we can beat them next year.

2019 was the first year for a while that Cranbrook had
a proper 1st boys’ tennis team and we were tasked
with organising our own fixtures.
Our opening game of the season was against Tonbridge
School who had already played seven matches before
our fixture. We put up a great fight and played some
very close games but lacked match experience.
We lost this first fixture whilst the score didn’t fairly
reflect our performance.
We bounced back very quickly with a convincing 9–0
victory against Sevenoaks the next week, which gave
us the momentum needed to continue our season
at a high standard. As we played more we grew in
30
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PARK RUN

It won’t be long before Cranbrook girls are giving
the boys a ‘run’ for their money with their cricket
prowess. 2019 saw enthusiastic participation in
our first girls ’ Inter-House Cricket Competition with
Horsley coming out on top. Two of our Spanish
students Alicia and Gabi again demonstrated their
ability to pick up a new sport with Alicia voted as
best newcomer to the sport and Gabi recognised
for her consistency in catching.

Congratulations to Charlie Ellison, Year 9 Lynx and
Fermin Saenz Celma, Year 10 Rammell, who came
2nd and 3rd out of 219 runners at the Bedgebury Park
Run on Sunday 24th November. The route is a challenging one; rough terrain, plenty of steep hills and
lots of mud, so they did extremely well.

We have some very talented female players coming
through in Year 10, following in the footsteps of Maisie
Wright (Wicket Keeper) who won all of her Kent Girls’
U15 regional games this season, the Malvern Summer
Festival and went on to win the Nationals.

Two goals by Polly either side of half time in our final
match meant a 2–0 win and Sutton Valence were out of
contention for a national finals spot. It was nerve racking
for Cranbrook to watch the match between the two
Bedford schools knowing a win for BGS with the right
score line meant they would progress. At full time you
could hear the cheers from our girls on the sidelines as
they realised the result had gone our way and they had
just achieved something Cranbrook School hasn’t done
in a very long time, if ever – a place in the National Finals.

confidence and worked on our shots in training, which
we organised ourselves. We went on to beat Duke
of York’s School 12–0, but narrowly lost to Sutton
Valence 1sts by a singles decider following a tie in
our doubles matches.

1ST TEAM TENNIS RETURNS

CRICKET BOWLS ROUNDERS FOR THE GIRLS

Reflecting on the team’s season, Dom Ferdinando
has developed a strong forehand, Guy Pryke and
Algie Pryke have become solid singles players,
Jolyon has been great at the baseline and Blaise
Hanson has improved his backhand. Well done and
thank you team.
ALEX PAVELKO, YEAR 13 CROWDEN, CAPTAIN
AND JOLYON PRESLAND, YEAR 13 CROWDEN
KENT SCHOOLS CROSS COUNTRY WIN
Congratulations to Lizzie Clarke, 2019 leaver Horsley,
who won the Senior Girls category at the Kent Cross
Country Championships in January by a clear 27
seconds ahead of the 2nd place athlete. During the
year Lizzie went on to run her first elite 10K road
race, finishing 10th, and achieved the fastest Park
Run time across the entire UK on one weekend.

We all know how difficult it is to stick to an exercise
regime; one bad day, one rain cloud or dodgy knee,
and it’s easy to just put it off till next week – or next
never! But for Vincent Ho, 2019 Leaver Cornwallis,
giving up when the going gets tough was never an
option, and on Saturday 15th June, he hit a fantastic
milestone at running his 50th Park Run.

CRANBROOK COBRAS WIN BRONZE
AT THE BOCCIA GAMES
In March four of our students represented the school in
the Kent Finals of the Boccia Games at the University
of Kent in Canterbury as the ‘Cranbrook Cobras’ and
came a fantastic third of 16 in their U14 category.

BOAT CLUB TAKES BRONZE
Kent Schools Indoor Rowing Finals took place at
Medway Park. Starting with an eight minute individual
event, our three teams used this as their warm up
for the four by one minute team sprint relay. Going out
with all guns blazing, their hard work was rewarded
by two bronze team medals.

EQUESTRIAN
A successful year for the
equestrian team started
with Millie Seymour and
Georgie Estall representing
Cranbrook in the Arena
Eventing and Show
Jumping finals at the NSEA
Championship Plate at
Keysoe in November. Eva
Wright also qualified for the
show jumping Championships
winning her 90cm class
at Duckhurst.
Further highlights during the
year were Eva placing in all
three of her show jumping
classes and Millie snatching
a 3rd in the 80cm and first
place in an NSEA show
jumping qualifier.
Thank you to Georgie Estall
for being a highly dedicated
team captain and great role
model throughout her time
with the team.

Club success was swiftly followed by an individual
third place for Martha Lewis, Year 11 Horsley,
at the WJ15 double sculls finals at Peterborough
Regatta and a wonderful second place at the Ball
Cup (Eton Dorney).
CRANBROOK ALL STARS VS
REFUGEE ALL STARS
Over recent years Cranbrook School has developed
a special relationship with the Refugee Centre through
the charity Kent Kindness, and a regular football fixture.
The refugees, boys aged between 16 and 18, represent
Iraq, Afghanistan and Eritrea. Added to our own multicultural
Cranbrook ‘All Stars’ XI, with players from France,
Nigeria and Italy, this is a truly international fixture.
With five minutes to go in our first meeting of the year
Cranbrook were losing 5–4. The team were in a bad
spot and defenders were pushing up to try and make
something happen. Each attack resulted in nothing until
a comedy of ping pong-esque bounces in the Refugee
box produced a last minute equaliser from Stanislas
Decock, leading to an unnerving penalty finish. Adebisi
Akande volunteered to be the keeper and his cat-like
reflexes stopped three and the shootout ended 6–5 to
Cranbrook. Cue… wild celebrations! Special mentions to
Zeluilo Momife for scoring a hat-trick and to David Balogun
for sending his Paul Pogba-esque penalty into orbit.
Boys at the Refugee Centre move on every few weeks
and their side was lacking strength for the return match

so Cranbrook sportingly loaned players. Extra time was
needed to settle the match and saw a goal for each
side: a free kick for Cranbrook by new signing Marcus
Hinge from long range, and the other being a ricocheted
mishit from the opposition that bounced off the post
leading to penalties again. We triumphed 3–1 but this
match wasn’t about winning, it was an opportunity for
boys from both sides to learn about each other through
a shared passion.
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RUARIDH MCCONNOCHIE
OC 2005–2010 RAMMELL

CRANBROOK, COUNTY, COUNTRY
for some of us there are other ways our dreams
will be realised. For me it’s been an 18 year career
in sports administration that has delivered so many rich
experiences. I’ve travelled the world, met amazing
people and done extraordinary things, by taking every
opportunity that came my way.

Phil Edmunds
1968
played cricket for Middlesex
and represented England
51 times, taking five wickets
for 28 runs on his debut.

CRANBROOK, COUNTY, COUNTRY
Nicole Stewart
2012–2017 Horsley
England U18 Golf,
Kent champion 2019

I remember driving out of Cranbrook with a friend
in 1995, reflecting on what the last five years
had provided us, and as I look through the
stories and achievements of fellow current and
former Cranbrookians, 24 years on, I realise
what a rich Cranbrook tapestry I’m part of.
Cranbrook is where I developed the core skills and
values that have stood me in good stead throughout
my career. Reading about the successes of so many
over the following pages, I see the various roles
Cranbrook has played for each of us and how important
our school years are to building our confidence, push
open the door and seize the opportunities in front of
us. I’m truly inspired by the coming pages.
My dreams at School Lodge and Crowden were of
scoring a hundred at Lords, or winning Olympic Gold
like the 1988 Mens Hockey team in Seoul. However,

“
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Cranbrook thought it would never be more proud
of or excited about Ruaridh’s achievements than
when he won a silver medal at the 2016 Olympics
as part of the GB Rugby 7s team. However, that
wasn’t accounting for the 2019 Rugby World Cup.
News of Ruaridh’s try spread like wildfire amongst
the sixth form – the only students allowed phones
during the day and so able to watch the match
live. We could not have been more thrilled to watch
Ruaridh go over the line as he has done so many
times at Cranbrook.
LUCIA LEES
YEAR 8 SELLERS
2019 England Youth Championships – Bronze U13,
Selected to GBR Team, Ranked No. 5 in the England
Youth Fencers U14 and No. 18 in the GBR U17
What I enjoy about fencing is that I can travel the world
representing my country. Even when competition is
hard, I have friends from all around the world to support
me. Fencing helps me to stay strong which helps
my other sports at school. I enjoy team competitions
because it brings rivals from different clubs to work
together. I think that this will really help me at school
and in life to work with different types of people.

So as you read of the amazing successes of your
schoolmates I hope you’re inspired, as I have been,
by their achievements. But more than that, I hope
you’re inspired to make the most of every opportunity
that is ahead of YOU. Working hard is the only secret
I can share, and being open minded about where your
future successes may lie.

In the future I would like to make it to the Olympics,
train with a big team and meet world class fencers,
although I am happy with what I have achieved already,
like coming 1st in the South East for the U14 girls and
most recently being selected to play for Great Britain
at the Olympic Park in London. Sometimes it’s quite hard
playing older children, up to 17 years old, in the Cadet
competitions, so I think my greatest achievement so
far is becoming more resilient and never giving up.

Our school’s strapline of Respect, Aspire and
Achieve almost says it all although, as Nelson Mandela
famously said, I’d like to add that in my opinion ‘sport
has the power to change the world’. Good luck and go
out and change it.
NICK PINK, CHIEF EXECUTIVE ENGLAND HOCKEY,
1990–1995 CROWDEN

It is an honour to be Head of Sport at Cranbrook and having been
teaching at the school now for over 17 years I have developed a deep
founded appreciation for the history of sport at the school and have
relished the opportunity to work with a number of talented, dedicated
and most importantly hardworking staff and students. It never ceases
to amaze me how well we bat above our station. Not only week in
week out do we compete against private schools with incomparable
resources but we also perform well regularly at County, Regional and
this year thanks to our talented U14 Girls, National competitions. Our
individual students and past OCs who have taken their sport to the
highest level are celebrated in the following pages. Enjoy reading
about their success and feel inspired and proud of all that
we achieve and enjoy the wonderful opportunities that
Cranbrook school provides us all.
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I didn’t score that hundred at the home of cricket,
but I worked for almost five years at Lord’s Cricket
Ground, and in November 2019, took over as Chief
Executive of England Hockey, seven months out from
the Tokyo Olympic Games. It’s an incredibly exciting
time. We’re going into the Games with a good idea of
what we will achieve and what we need to do between
now and the end of July when our matches kick off
– eight games in 15 days! We’re clear about our
aspirations and know what it will take to repeat the
performance of the women’s team in Rio in winning
Olympic Gold. Please do get behind the teams and
all those competing in the Olympic and Paralympic
Games in Tokyo 2020.

Olympian – Silver medallist Rugby 7s 2016,
England Rugby World Cup team 2019

LIZ COLEMAN, HEAD OF SPORT

Jake Barker (left)
2011–2016 Webster
England Junior Men’s
Curling

Lewis Gray
2012 Horsley
England Table Tennis

JAMES LEE
YEAR 11 HORSLEY
2019 Under 16s Bronze Medal Champion in the
UK National Snowboarding Championships.

Quentin Houldey (left)
2004 Crowden
GB Judo

I started snowboarding when I was 10 on indoor snow
slopes. Learning to snowboard is hard, but after seeing
pros spinning off massive jumps in the park, I knew
I wanted to do that as well.
When I joined Cranbrook, I started going to freestyle
nights at Milton Keynes every Friday. I was constantly
learning, and took part in my first comp that year as
the youngest in my category. I learned a lot from that
comp, and pushed myself more over the summer,
getting my rails dialled as well as my jump tricks.
That summer I met team ‘Why Ain’t You’ and was
selected to join them out in Austria. Over the winter
I spent two months, training six times a week on the
snow, with an hour of fitness every day apart from
Sunday, our rest day. I competed in many international
competitions, gaining FIS points that let me compete
in more professional competitions. With three hours
of schoolwork four times a week, I had a lot to do.

My highlight of the season was winning a rail competition
named ‘Das Tables’, sponsored by Adidas.
This summer I trained as hard as I could whilst recovering
from a dislocated wrist, a sprained back, and three
concussions. I managed though, getting my 540s
and 720s more secure on the jumps. My highlight of
the summer was winning bronze in the UK National
Snowboarding Championships.

Izzy Cloke
2013–2018 Allan
Bowler, England Ladies’
Cricket Academy

In the future I hope to be competing in bigger events,
like the World Rookie Tour and pushing bigger tricks.
I want to get my 900’s and 1080’s this season, as well
as getting my tricks on to pro line jumps. I can’t wait.
It’s going to be sick.
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JEREMY BARHAM
OC 1952–1960 CROWDEN

CRANBROOK, COUNTY, COUNTRY continued
ROB WELLER
OC 1961–1966 HORSLEY
VOLLEYBALL COACH, MANAGER AND OFFICIAL
Kathryn Clarke
2011–2016 Horsley
GB U15 Pentathlon
Jessica Fox
2010–2015 Webster
England School
Rounders Team
Daisy Hutton
2011–2016 Horsley
GB U17 Women’s Sabre
Archie Miles
2011–2016 Horsley
GB Pentathlon
Sophie Miles
2006–2009 Horsley
GB U18 Modern
Pentathlon

When I joined the RAF in 1966 there were many
sporting opportunities. I was enthusiastic but with
one short-sighted eye could never judge the flight
of a ball, so I ran the scorebook and hoped someone
would fail to turn up so I got a game!
When I was posted to the Joint Services Medical
Rehabilitation Unit I became involved with ‘chuff
volleyball’ where patients recovering from leg injuries
could compete with the others since everyone sat
on their ‘chuff’. They may have been sitting down
but still threw themselves around with spirit. The
unit also had a conventional volleyball team. I was
keen, but not as fit as the others. However, as each
competing team had to bring an official, I was in.

As I moved with the RAF I started up a team wherever
I served; coaching and acting as the official. Whilst
officiating, I talent spotted for the RAF Representative
Volleyball Team and became the natural choice to
manage a new B team. It was long hours but I had
been noticed along the way.
In 1981 when the national associations decided to
draw attention to the sport by organising a tournament
called the Commonwealth Volleyball Competition,
I was invited to take part and very fortunate to be
selected as a line judge for the final.
Match organisers and officials are an essential part of
the world of sport and roles that bring their own rewards.
I was proud to hold the role of Chairman of the
Lincolnshire Volleyball Association and delighted to
be awarded my RAF Sports Colours, a rare event for
a non-player and a first for the RAF Volleyball Association.
FREYA BLACK
OC 2014–2019 ALLAN

Barney Reed
2010
British Junior Triathlon

Freya (helm) and her crew Millie Aldridge were crowned
the RYA 2019 29er Youth National Champions after
competing against 61 boats over five days, winning
seven races and placing second twice and third once
at the Weymouth & Portland National Sailing Academy.
They were awarded RYA Youth Champions for London
and South East at the RYA dinghy show and selected
to represent Great Britain at the Youth Sailing World
Championships in Poland in July where they came
a fantastic fifth.
Freya and Millie have now made the step up in to
the 49erFX class from the 29er and we look forward
to following their GB success for years to come.
TIM BARLOW
OC 1965 HORSLEY
HOCKEY COACH TO A NUMBER OF
GB WOMEN OLYMPIC GOLD MEDALLISTS
Tim was Head Coach for the Midlands Region Hockey
programme from 1993 to 2008 winning ten National
Championships. Players came to him at 11/12 years old
and he worked with them two Sundays a month and at
regular training camps until they went to university at 18.
In 1997 Tim left teaching to become a full time
professional coach. From 2006 to 2010, he worked
for Welsh Hockey as one of their High Performance
International coaches and took Wales to two European
Championships. Between 2000 and 2011 he also
worked with two National League
Clubs (Worcester and Belper)

and their associated feeder schools and won 45 National
Championship and League titles with age groups
ranging from under 11s to seniors. In 2009 Tim was
shortlisted for England Hockey’s Performance Coach
of the Year, finishing runner-up.
Tim’s ability to develop the best players in the women’s
game has been rewarded many times but one of his
greatest achievements must be that six Midlands
players he coached over several years (Crista Cullen,
Anne Panter, Helen Richardson, Georgie Twigg, Laura
Unsworth and Sally Walton) were part of the Great
Britain Women’s Olympic Squad that won Gold at the
Olympics in Rio in 2016. Tim has been the unsung
hero behind the national and international success of
countless young hockey players.

HOCKEY OLYMPIAN
I don’t remember exactly when I first thought I might
one day be an Olympian. Sport had always been
a passion and had featured strongly in my years at
Cranbrook and university, but I suppose winning my
first England cap in the autumn of 1965 made me
realise that I could achieve more. For the following
two years I was a regular in the Great Britain squad
but still final selection for the 1968 Olympic Games
in Mexico City was far from certain. It was only in
May that year that my ambition was to be fulfilled.

The whole event was, of course unforgettable. Looking
back, I have regrets that Great Britain’s results were
not better on the hockey pitches but no regrets at
all that I had dedicated so much time and effort in
earning my place.
The Olympics are so special and very few people get
to enjoy them as a competitor. Memories of the uniquely
emotional opening ceremony are still very powerful
and meeting up with former team mates at the 50th
Anniversary celebrations last year reminded me how
fortunate we were to be at the Games. My life has
definitely been enriched by my Olympic experience –
a story that began on the muddy pitches of Big Side.

ACHIEVEMENTS
Congratulations to
Hayden Annan, Year 7
Sellers winning medals in
the Kent County Swimming
championships.
Congratulations to
Daisy Gurr, Year 7 Sellers
and Oliver Bond, Year 7
Sellers who have both
been competing in Karate
at a National Level.

REPRESENTING COUNTY
KENT BASKETBALL

VERITY LEES
YEAR 7 SELLERS

Charlie Drew, Year 11 Allan
Miguel Hinojosa-Berrocal,
Year 9 Webster

2018 English Youth Championships – Gold U11 girls,
2019 Ranked No 6 in the England Youth Fencers
U14 and No 19 in the GBR U17

KENT CRICKET
Maisie Wright, Year 10
Webster

Fencing gives me the opportunity to make new friends and
to meet up with old ones. We support each other when
we are fencing and give each other tips. We also do team
competitions for a bit of fun and like to hang out afterwards.
Our favourite place to go is Wagamamas but its sometimes
quite hard to find a table that will seat all of us.

KENT HOCKEY
Grace Barras, Year 10 Horsley
Polly Brownlow, Year 9 Allan
Heather Cooper, Year 10
Horsley
Ben Errington, Year 13
Webster
Kiana Golan, Year 12 Blubery
Sasha Glubb, Year 12 Horsley
Liv Keene, Year 12 Horsley
Anna Lane, Year 11 Allan
Maisie Mileham, Year 12
Webster
Tabby Webster, Year 10,
Webster
Elysia Wright, Year 12
Webster

The most important part of fencing is the work that goes
into it. I train two to three times a week and two and a
half hours each session. I learn lots from these lessons:
footwork, speed, how to stay calm under pressure and
tactics. Every summer I travel to Cornwall for a fencing
camp with people from all around the world, which is
another opportunity to meet my friends.
I have many goals for fencing. Now that I am almost
old enough, I want to get into both the England and
Great Britain teams to represent my country and train
with world-class fencers. The next competition for
the England team is in Barcelona. I wonder if there
is a Wagamamas there!

KENT NETBALL
Chloe Jones, Year 9 Lynx
KENT RUGBY

FREDDIE HERBERT
YEAR 8 SELLERS
8th place in Scottish Bouldering Championships,
1st place in Blokfest round two in 2019 with finals
in March 2020.
When I am not at school, I spend most of my free time
indoor bouldering at the Chimera Climbing Centre in
Tunbridge Wells. I started three years ago and I am in the
Kent and Sussex squad. I train four times a week and
would go more if I could!
Bouldering is a great sport as it works your upper and
lower body muscles and is a good cardio workout. You
have to use your brain too to work out how you should
attempt the different climbs. I enjoy dynamic moves
best where you jump from one hold to another. Climbing
has become a lot more popular over the last few years
with new climbing walls appearing all over the country
and it is now featured in the 2020 Olympics.

Demi Atere, Year 10 Cornwallis
Paddy Hagger, Year 12
Crowden
Felix Murphy, Year 11
Cornwallis
Felix O’Neil, Year 10 Allan
Oyedayo Oyerinde, Year 10
Rammell
Barnaby Webster, Year 9
Allan
EQUESTRIAN
Millie Seymour, Year 11
Lynx, competing in the
British Dressage Team
Quest League

I have participated in lots of regional and national
competitions. My most recent one was in London and
I came 2nd out of 50 participants in my category. My
goal is to get into Team GB. This is a big challenge as you
have to be able to speed climb, boulder and lead climb.
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‘Big Five’, with astonishing photos taken along the way.
Equally spectacular was the sunrise on our morning
safari. We all saw lions, elephants, buffalo, hippos,
crocodiles, antelope, warthogs, emus, and even some
leopards, on a truly successful game drive.

SPORTS TOUR SOUTH AFRICA

Overseas

After only one night at Mabula, we embarked on our
flight to Cape Town. The Garden Court Nelson Mandela
Hotel had a beautiful view of the waterfront with Table
Mountain consuming the background. Zip lining followed
the next day, with adrenaline pumping heights and
views. An incredibly bumpy ride up the mountain led
us to the start of an 11–line long zip line course, with
some as long as 360 metres!
Curro Langebaan School hosted us next. After training
and lunch at the waterfront we headed off with new
families for the night. The morning of game day was
spent preparing with a training session. A common
feature in South Africa, and most uncommon here,
is the number of supporters that follow school sport.
Every game Cranbrook played, for netball, hockey
and rugby, crowds as big as 300 came to watch, with
large stands to accommodate them. This arguably makes
the feeling of winning all the much better. Hockey had
another win, as did rugby with a close win of 10–5.
Netball suffered another close defeat. So after a brilliant
day’s sport our host families took us back home for
another night away from the teachers.
Our last few days were spent at Lagoon Beach Hotel.
On the way we visited the infamous Robben Island
and saw the very cell in which Nelson Mandela spent
18 years of his 27 year sentence. We were guided by
an ex prisoner who gave a personal perspective of how
life was spent within the political prison and how, even
there, apartheid affected how people were treated.

SOUTH AFRICAN SPORTS TOUR
After an 11 hour flight we landed in Johannesburg,
South Africa and 51 of us boarded coaches to Pretoria
Sport High Performance centre for two days training
and altitude acclimatisation. The girls’ matches started
first and whilst they played the rugby team had the
amazing privilege of seeing the Springbok Rugby Team
train. It was truly a unique opportunity and perfect way
to get excited for our first game that evening. After
a close defeat for the girls in both hockey and netball
they travelled to catch the second half of our match
against Harlequins Club. Harlequins were a tough opposition
and brought physicality not often experienced in England.
A good game of rugby was played and some hard lessons
learnt by our new team after a sore defeat of 46–0.

The following morning, we visited Voortrekker monument
(a massive granite structure on a hilltop raised to
commemorate the Dutch settlers who left the Cape
Colony after 1835) and the Union building (the official
seat of the South African Government and also the
offices of the President of South Africa), which were
simply astounding and resonated with history. The
most awe inspiring monument was the 9m bronze
statue standing tall over Johannesburg with open
arms, symbolling the welcoming nature of the ‘rainbow
nation’ of South Africa. Then followed a cultural induction
into the life of the Zulus who used to rule South Africa,
with a tribal dancing session and feast of venison,
crocodile, ostrich meat and many more fascinating
new tastes. The next day, with full stomachs, we all
trained for an hour in the morning before visiting the
humbling Apartheid Museum where we learned about
the shocking history of prejudice and violence that
has rocked the nation for so long.
At Reddam Bedfordview School, the netball team
played a brilliant match but again were closely beaten,
whilst the girl’s hockey and rugby brought home the
first two wins of the tour. Content with a good day
of sport we students were paired with host families
for the night.
With an early 6:30am start and sad farewells to our
hosts who had each given us a truly unique perspective
of daily life in Johannesburg, we departed for Mabula
Game Reserve. On arrival Mr Wilson got the boys
in the pool to do some water aerobics and stretches,
which seemed pleasant enough until we discovered
the pool was colder than the sea back in England.
After a large buffet meal we were loaded into safari
trucks and driven into one of the largest wildlife
reserves in Africa. Most trucks managed to see the
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Thursday the 22nd, a memorable day for the entire tour,
as we finally summited Table Mountain on a breathtakingly
clear day. But mainly because our GSCE results came
out. The boys had their last rugby game against Kinect
Sports, which was a satisfyingly good win for a final
match on tour. And the girls had netball and hockey
against Millerton high school with another good couple
of games. On our last day we visited a township. That
gave us a very real insight into what life is like in a less
well off part of town. The girls played their last matches,
winning both with a good score of 2–1 for hockey
and another good win for the netball team.
Overall the South African Sports tour was a learning
experience for all the sportsmen and women involved,
with some lifelong memories created along the way.
Thank you to our coaches Liz Coleman, Ruairidh
Wilson, Jamie McConnochie, Craig Morton, Sophia
Scott and Tamryn Scheepers for all of your hard
work, help and support.
HUW MATHERS, YEAR 12 HORSLEY

Hockey team Polly Murphy, Daisy Sansom-Henley, Emma Coleman, Issy Delahaye, Evie Duncan,
Za Erith, Jess Farmer, Sasha Glubb, Kiana Gollan, Liv Keene, Maisie Mileham, Flora Roberts,
Georgia Wood, Elysia Wright, Eva Wright.
Netball team Belle Withnall, Jess Withnall, Ella Aitkin, Olympia Anley, Lara Battson, Erin Bloomer,
Charley Brown, Sophia Govett, Molly Gransbury, Alex Turner.
Rugby team Tom Ansell, Bear Pearse, Olly Addis, Harry Barron-Reid, Ben Booth-Clibborn,
Jack Borowski, Max Bright, Henry Buswell, Percy Christopherson, Cameron Cummings,
Tom Cunningham, Max Fleming, Paddy Hagger, James Hammond, George Kite, Joey Leckie,
George Lloyd Taylor, Huw Mathers, Fin Nadin, Tristan Sommerville, Will Stockbridge, Rupert Terry,
Denby Timlin, Piers Townsend, Miles Wallace, Sam Ward, Anthony Williams.

UNSUNG HEROES OF SCIENCE VIDEO COMPETITION
Congratulations to Ola Dada, Year 13 Scott and Adeola Oni, Year 13
Blubery for placing third in a video competition run by Hertford College,
Oxford University designed to showcase the Unsung Heroes of Science
that textbooks have overlooked.
Ola and Adeola’s video told the story of Alice Ball, an African American
chemist who developed an injectable herbal extract that was the most
effective treatment for leprosy during the early 20th century.
Prof Alison Woollard, Associate Professor in Genetics at Hertford
College said ‘It was very tricky to narrow down such a fun and informative
selection of videos. I’ve been truly inspired by your work – the world
needs people like you to keep going!’
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BRONZE DUKE OF EDINBURGH EXPEDITION

DUKE OF EDINBURGH
AWARD SCHEME

In June, a large number of the year groups took part
in our Bronze DofE award. As well as taking part in
our chosen activities for our sections, we took part in
an Expedition.
We were divided into groups of about five to seven
with around 16 groups taking part over two weekends.
Before each group set off on their adventure, they were
given an aim. My group’s aim was: ‘to document our
emotions’ as we navigated across the Kent countryside.
This would involve taking photographs at specific
points along the way.
We set out on Saturday 8th June (some of the year
completed the expedition the following week) from
Benenden at about 11:00 and first travelled North East
en route towards Tenterden and Rolvenden stopping
for breaks along the way for food and to admire the
countryside. Once we reached the outskirts of the
town, we headed North over an old railway, and after
walking along yet another windy road, we eventually
found ourselves on a footpath leading towards the
campsite in Biddenden, Woodlands Park. When we
first arrived, we pitched our tents, which we had been
carrying throughout the journey, and spent a bit of
time around the campsite. Those with residual energy,
played football but most of us caught up with our
friends and compared notes from the day. We had the
most delicious pasta for dinner cooked in a Trangia.
Shortly after dinner we got into our tents and fell asleep
much more quickly than usual.
When we woke up, it was breakfast time and our
group had a variety of things to eat, from heated up
pancakes, to porridge and cereal. After dismantling
our tents and feeling fully refreshed, we set off again
for the last leg of our excursion. We left as early as
we could – eager to get going. That day, we travelled

North-West, and then South-East in an arc back
towards Cranbrook. En route we again took regular
breaks and stopped to have lunch in a field. It was
a peaceful lunch as we wearily ate our sandwiches
in the quiet countryside. Afterwards, we continued
travelling into Sissinghurst, past the castle. At this
point we were indescribably tired but excited as we
knew that we were close to the end. After walking
the final few kilometres, we were ecstatic to be back
at school. We were all exhausted but agreed that
we had had an amazing DofE experience.
SCOTT BINNENDIJK, YEAR 10 HORSLEY,
BRONZE DUKE OF EDINBURGH PARTICIPANT
was freezing it taught us many skills that we could
take forward to the qualifying expedition. We had
the opportunity to revise the skills we learnt at Bronze
level. We revisited skills such as camp craft, first aid,
food and nutrition, emergency procedures, and
practical navigation.

The Duke of Edinburgh Award (DofE) continues
to go from strength to strength, purely down to the
enthusiasm of the participants that take part in
the award at all levels. Every year new challenges
emerge that need to be overcome, but thankfully,
these challenges seem to have minimal effect
on the award here at Cranbrook.
Last year’s statistics showed that only around 38%
of our students that start the award, follow all the way
through to completion. However this year we have moved
up to 58% and this number continues to grow. This
is due to us building more of a support framework
for participants to help them complete the award.
We ran two successful sets of Practice and Qualifying
expeditions at Bronze level in the local area, a Silver
Practice to East Grinstead in March, and two Silver
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Qualifying expeditions to the South Downs in the Summer.
Due to timetable issues, the Gold Practice and Qualifying
expedition could sadly not be facilitated this year,
but plans are already in place for Gold expeditions
next year.
I would like to thank all of the participants for their
commitment to the award, and appreciate their
understanding as the award goes through this phase
of positive change. I would also like to extend my
thanks to all of the staff and parents that support and
assist with the award. Also my special thanks to Mrs
Finn, and the other admin staff in Barham House, for
the vast number of queries and emails they deal with
on a regular basis. Without these people, my job would
be impossible, and the award would not exist.
ROSS HART, DofE MANAGER, CRANBROOK SCHOOL

SILVER DUKE OF EDINBURGH EXPEDITION
Silver Duke of Edinburgh this year was both highly
successful and enjoyable. We began with our practice
expedition in March where we travelled to Blacklands
Girl Guides campsite in East Grinstead. This took
place across three days, and although the weather
PITTA BREAD AND SKITTLES
Pitta bread and skittles is ample sustenance for a two
day and one night Bronze expedition. This is according
to one Year 9 student enjoying the freedom of making
his own decisions for meal planning!
Starting as a parent helper, I was entertained and
rewarded by the young participants of the Duke of
Edinburgh awards. You see these Cranbrook students
sometimes enthusiastic, sometimes not, learn so much

The qualifying expedition took place in June, and took
place on the South Downs. We started at a village
called Framfield, and walked South to Golden Cross
on the first day, then on to Alfriston on the second day,
and finished at Beachy Head. Once again we walked
for three days and luckily the weather was much warmer,
resulting in an enjoyable few days. Our group worked
very well together, and it was a great way to round
off the end of year 11 after our exams. Overall, DofE
this year was a hugely rewarding and a very worthwhile
experience for all the teams.
Thank you to Mr Hart and all the staff involved for
making Silver DofE possible this year.
CHLOE JOSEPH-HORNE, YEAR 12 SCOTT,
SILVER DUKE OF EDINBURGH PARTICIPANT
about themselves and each other. They have to tolerate,
to compromise, to listen and of course to know where
they are when navigating the roads and field of Kent.
I have witnessed such joy in these young people when
they realise what they have achieved. This has spurred
me on to become an assessor for the Cranbrook
School DofE team. How lucky am I.
GEORGE ROBERTS, CRANBROOK MUM
AND VITAL VOLUNTEER
LYNX / CRANBROOK SCHOOL / 2019
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course. A brilliant day of teambuilding and fun between
cadets within Cranbrook as well as from the other
schools in our rotation. We finished with a challenging
but enjoyable competition that involved wading through
mud up to our waists, much to the dismay of the
coach driver.

combined
Cadet Force

The final day of stands focused on Fieldcraft and Tactics.
This was an opportunity for the newer cadets to get into
the spirit of an attack, and for the seniors to lead their
sections down a Paintball Close Quarter Battle (CQB)
Lane. It also allowed us to prepare the contingent for
our overnight exercise, 24 hours out on the training
area taking part in scenario-based training.

ARMY SUMMER CAMP 2019 – WATHGILL
The first mention in the
Cranbrookian of a Corps at
Cranbrook was of a ‘Cadet
Corps from Allan’s little
school’ marching in a parade
to mark the wedding of
the Prince of Wales in 1863,
but it was the passionate
patriotism generated by the
Boer War in 1899 that led to
the Cadet Corps foundation.
In 1908 the Corps became
the Officers’ Training Corps
until after WW1 and was
directly responsible to the
War Office. In 1940 the
Officers’ Training Corps was
renamed the Junior Training
Corps, which then became
the Combined Cadet Corps
(CCF) in 1948 as Cranbrook
had its own Flight within the
local ATC squadron. In 1971
CCF membership became
voluntary.

For this year’s summer trip we headed to Wathgill Camp
in Yorkshire for an action-packed week of activities.
It began on day one with TIBUA – Training In Built-Up
Areas. An energetic way to start the week, this involved
practising entry drills, room clearance and urban patrolling,
with lots of aggression, and a chance to learn from
the experienced soldiers running the stands.
On day two we moved on to the range package, where
all the cadets fired shotguns, Cadet GP rifles and the
high-tech indoor Dismounted Close Combat Trainer
(DCCT) range. Here, the familiar claim of ‘My weapon
isn’t zeroed!’ doesn’t work as the eagle-eyed computer
automatically zeroes and tracks the fall of shots on a laser
screen. Personally, I am a terrible shot, but using this
system and practice periods assisted one of Cranbrook’s
Year 10 cadets scoring the highest out of all the schools
in our rotation (93%), only surpassed by Flt Lt Hart’s 98%.

We cammed up (to the point where some of the juniors
looked slightly more Shrek-like than originally intended)
and built our bashers for the evening. A choice of delicacies
from the ration packs including the all day breakfast
and the ever-tasty pasta bean salad awaited and this
fuelled us up for the night’s activities. The section attack
and ambush are always a popular part of the camp and
this year was no different. Everyone loves the chance
to fire blank ammunition during the battle exercises.
The week rounded off with a final drill competition
followed by awards and promotions with best recruit
going to Cadet Maddie Clark. A successful camp,
enjoyed by all, with high hopes for the year to come.

Christopher Chubb,
1950–1955 Rammell
Corporal Drum Cor
Chris Chubb sadly passed
away at the end of 2019.
Chris was a passionate
member and then supporter
of the Cranbrook Drum
Corps. Whilst a cadet he
skilfully crafted the model
drums shown below from
card and string and, much
later, generously provided
the funds and expertise
to renovate some of the
school’s oldest drums and
a ceremonial mace. We
were delighted when Chris
last visited the school in
November 2018 to see the
drums and mace displayed
at Cranbrook’s Remembrance
for the OCs that fell in the
First World War.

SGT ABI HARPER, ARMY SECTION

Midway through the week we left Wathgill for a local
adventure training centre’s high ropes and obstacle

Sergeant Will Clark and
Flight Lieutenant Ross Hart
selling poppies.

When it comes to the end of an academic year,
it gives me great pleasure to take time to reflect
on what the CCF has achieved throughout the year.
Each time I do this, I am always still surprised
at how much the cadets manage to accomplish.

Cranbrook Cadets raised
£1,000 through their poppy
selling in Cranbrook.

This year we have taken on 60 Year 9 recruits who
have embraced the values and ethos of the CCF
with admirable maturity. Our current cadets continue
to progress through their Army Proficiency Certificate
(APC) Syllabus, or RAF Syllabus as appropriate in
preparation for entering into Military Skills competitions
in the future.
The activities cadets have taken part in range from
poppy selling, weekend exercises, shooting weekends,
on site and off site military skills weekends, adventure
training, flying, gliding, museum visits and both
Army and RAF summer camps.
Some activities of special note were Remembrance
Day, where we paraded an impressive 110 cadets
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on a special year marking the anniversary of the end
of the First World War. The senior cadets took part
in a tough advanced infantry weekend, demonstrating
their fieldcraft skills with great effectiveness over
a scenario-based battle exercise. Adventure training
for both Army and RAF cadets up to Wathgill Camp in
Yorkshire proved very popular and a great success.
I would like to thank all of the staff involved with the
CCF, as without them, the CCF would not function.
I would also like to thank all the senior cadets that
have assisted with the running of the section this year.
I wish all of them the best for the future, at university,
college or with whatever path they take, and hope
they look back with a sense of achievement and
joy at the CCF they have been an integral part of.
My special thanks to Colour Sergeant Tom Clark
for his effort and support as senior cadet this year.
FLT LT ROSS HART, SCHOOL STAFF INSTRUCTOR

RAF SUMMER CAMP – RAF HALTON
At the end of the summer term, six cadets attended
annual camp at RAF Halton, near Aylesbury. When
we arrived on the Saturday, we were the first school
to be there. First, we went to our dorms to unpack and
check our uniforms. Of the six Cranbrook School cadets
who went on camp, only two of us were in a dorm
together. Once all the other schools arrived, we were
then split into two flights: ‘A’ flight and ‘B’ flight.

Over the course of the week, we completed activities
in these flights, which became our teams when we
were there. Both flights competed against each other,
completing various activities such as team challenges,
command tasks and fieldcraft, in which we learnt different
military tactics and how to move in formation. As well
as those exercises, we also did shooting, looked around
two on-site museums, went to the RAF museum at Hendon,
near Edgware, and met a military police dog unit.
We had lots of fun trips such as a day of water sports,
going bowling, and watching Spiderman at the cinema.
At the end of the week, there was a parade competition,
which consisted of both flights showing off their Drill
that they had learnt and practised over the week in front
of the Station Commander. We all agreed that we had
a great time.
CADET SCOTT BINNENDIJK, RAF SECTION
LYNX / CRANBROOK SCHOOL / 2019
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Remembrance Day
then and now
Right, Michael J.O.N Sealy
(front right), 1952–56
Cornwallis; bottom left,
Lance Corporal Kyle Lu;
bottom right, Flight Lieutenant
Ross Hart, School Staff
Instructor.

1956, our parents had served and suffered in the
Second World War, our grandparents’ memories of
the First War were still vivid and now a Third World
War was more than just a possibility. Two years’
National Service after leaving school was mandatory
and Cranbrook School still had an O.T.C. (now named
C.C.F., for Combined Cadet Force), and known to
us as ‘Cor’. Ours was affiliated to the Royal West
Kent Regiment, ‘the Buffs’. Our Cor included
a ‘fife and drum corps’ which had two public outings
each year: Speech Day and Remembrance Day.
The Drums led the parade followed by the platoons
of Infantry, Signals and RAF.
A great deal of preparation was involved as, in addition
to learning the music we had to get used to playing the
awkward instruments on the march. The Drum Major
controlled the march using the mace, an elaborate five foot
long stick, decorated with silver chain and an ornate
silver head. The handling of the mace was very important
as it gave signals to the band behind to start, stop and
change direction as shouted commands would not
be heard. The Drum Major set the tone for the parade,
marching with a good deal of swagger. His moment
of truth came when he was expected to throw the
mace into the air for a couple of turns and catch it
safely without breaking stride, or dropping the mace!

There was a lot of work involved in getting uniforms ready
for parade. Creases in the rough serge uniform had to be
knife sharp and needed rubbing with soap on the inside of
the crease before ironing. Belts and gaiters were scrubbed
with khaki blanco and then of course there were the boots!
It was a work of art to get the rough surface of the heavy
army issue boots to the appearance of patent leather
on the heels and toe caps. The surface was covered with
a thick layer of black polish, which was then set alight
and attacked with a stick of black ‘heel ball’ to iron out
the bumps. Then more polish was applied mixed with spit
and polished off with a soft cloth (hence the term) until the
required surface was obtained. The Drums had an extra
chore as their belts and gaiters were of white leather and
the instruments had to be polished too. Those carrying
rifles on parade (WW1 Lee-Enfields with webbing straps)
had to have the wooden and brass parts shining.
The morning of the great day arrived – I can never remember
a wet one – and the ‘Cor’ formed up in platoons in front
of Big School. The Commanding Officer, Major Lampard,
started the proceedings – ‘Paraaade Shun!’ and 150
right hand boots slammed into the tarmac, more or
less together. The C.O. then gave the second of his
three commands for the day – ‘Carry on Sa’ Major’.
A nod to the Drum Major who raised his mace – ‘Drums.
Dru---ms Ready! The Buffs!’ (regimental march of the
Royal West Kents). ‘By the centre, two three beat rolls,
Quiiiick – Wait for it, wait for it!’ (as the unwary swayed
forward like trees in a gale), ‘March!’ And we were off!
Step small down the slope to the road, through the
gates and right wheel onto the main road through the
town. The squeaking fifes and thumping drums bravely
echoing and re-echoing as we passed through the
narrow main street. Left wheel at the Church gates
and on up the long hill to the War Memorial.
It was a long pull up the hill to the waiting clergy, standing
with vestments blowing like flags in the breeze, and
our repertoire and breath were beginning to run low.
The drummers’ grip on their sticks was weakening and
occasionally there was a cry of ‘stick down’, or ‘stick
over’ if the tenor drummer’s stick bounced out of his
hand and into the air! As bass fifes, we were in the last
rank of the band and so we had to keep on the lookout
for these mishaps, scooping up the fallen sticks and
tapping the shoulder of the man in front who passed
it up the line to its red-faced owner.
The Service of Remembrance at the Memorial is always an
emotional occasion. The laying of the wreath, the sounding
of the ‘Last Post’, ‘They shall grow not old as we...’, and
the two minutes silence. Much to remember and ponder
over. And then we were off again, marching down the hill,
with the band silent for a while except for the crunching of
marching boots and the lead side drummer tapping a beat
on the left foot to keep us in time. Later on a few more
tunes and we swung up through the main school gates
and the final command of the day – ‘Parade – Di-smiss!’

Remembrance Day means a number of things
to different people. Personally, it is a time for
gratefulness to the soldiers that gave their own
lives so that we could live comfortably free of the
tyranny that threatened our way of life throughout
the 20th century. But to many, it has always been
a time of mourning. Last year was the 100th
anniversary of the end of the First World War and
this year marks the start of a new chapter and
sets the scene for how we will continue to keep
the fallen in our hearts.
The 2019 Remembrance Parade saw the whole of
Cranbrook town fill the church and line the streets to
pay their respects. The beautiful church service reminded
us of the immense sacrifice we are thankful for, and the
donations generously given by the public went to show
how strong and compassionate Cranbrook can be when
it comes together at times like these. When it came to
its melancholic but hopeful end, the town braced the
cold November morning to accompany the parade up
to the monument at the top of Cranbrook High Street.
It was no surprise that the Cranbrook School Combined
Cadet Force were a highlight of the parade as they massed
in their orderly ranks, wearing poppies to show their
appreciation. As a member of the CCF myself it is truly
an honour to be allowed the responsibility and privilege
of marching the town up the street, following in the
footsteps of many OCs who have made the same journey.
It can be hard for those who did not live through the
wars to relate and feel an emotional connection to them.
This is why the annual act of Remembrance is so vital.
Not only does it give young cadets a fresh perspective
of the significance of the atrocities that occurred in the
last century, but perhaps more importantly how vital it
is that we remember those who lived and died in that
period. Given that we received a massive influx of year
9s at the start of the term, I think it would perhaps give
many OCs hope that the younger generation have not
forgotten and will go on to preserve the tradition that
they hold so dearly.
November 11th has become not just a recollection
of past events but an opportunity to look forward to the
future and recognise the vision of peace our distant family
members dreamed of, and make it a reality. When we
remember the fallen of World War Two next year at
the biennial inspection in May, (75 years since VE Day),
I know that we will look to this day as an example
of how Remembrance should be conducted and the
weight that it carries for so many people.
RORY COOPER, YEAR 12 HORSLEY

Far left, Sargeant Ben Latham as Standard
Bearer; from top, Pilot Officer Richard Holden
leading the CCF down Barham Drive; morning
inspection; Major David Swinburne, Contingent
Commander leading CCF up the high street;
The Act of Remembrance.

MICHAEL J.O.N SEALY, 1952–1956 CORNWALLIS
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House news
ALLAN
The talents of Allan boys and girls were demonstrated
throughout the year but particularly during house
competitions and events.
The boys were extremely successful in sport, narrowly
missing out on first place for the House Cup. The year
started with the boys house hockey; after some astonishing
goals from Peter Booth we found ourselves against
Webster in the final. Despite the best efforts of Will Farmer
and Ben Hillier, second place was secured. Eager to put
this loss behind us, we put out a strong side for cricket.
The quality of the side shone through as we comfortably
came out on top after some ferocious bowling from
Marcus Hinge.
Allan girls had a successful year with Anna Lane and Milly
Gouldstone winning house badminton and an incredible
win in house hockey through a final won on penalty
flicks. The boys and girls will look particularly smart
this coming year with their new sports tops, purchased

through the excellent fundraising work of the Allan
CSPA house reps. We are all grateful for their support.
The Allan girls showed off their musical talent by winning
the coveted annual House Shout competition with ‘Party
in the USA’ for the big group category, meaning a run
of three victories was in the bag. Sadly the boys could
not match the girls’ piece. Realising the limitations of
the boys in the high notes in ‘Chandelier’ there was
a last minute swap to ‘Counting Stars’ meaning the
boys were less rehearsed than they would have liked.
The ‘Allan Soirée’ was an intimate affair led by
Adam Harrod and Eva Timlin, showcasing the outstanding
musical talent of the Allan students. Incredible
performances were put on to raise money for the Sam
West Foundation. For the second year running, Allan
girls also raised money through the sale of ‘Allantines’
(chocolate hearts) on Valentine’s Day, organised so
efficiently by Freya Black and Ella Payne.
The boys and house staff were saddened to hear of the
shocking news of the death of Joe Atkins in the summer
term. Joe left the school in the summer to pursue
a gap year before intending to attend university. Joe
was, very simply put, a lovely and wonderful young man,
having the kindness, modesty and good humour we’d
all wish for young people to possess today. Many of the
boys and girls in Allan, with their parents, attended Joe
and Freddie’s memorial football match in his honour.
Special mention must be made to Jake Beddard and
Eva Timlin, as House Captains. They maintained the
winning mentality and developed the House spirit that
Allan is renowned for. Thank you to Miss Bisserier for
being head of Allan girls for two years. She brought
a positive and comforting culture to the House, while
Mrs Sutton should be thanked for support of the boys
and now taking on the enormous House that Allan has
become, Allan is lucky to have her for the future.
DAISY SANSOM-HENLEY AND PERCY
CHRISTOPHERSON, HOUSE CAPTAINS

HORSLEY
Members of the new Horsley House speak fondly
of the former girls and boys houses. It is good to hear
of the experiences that have been shared and the
memories that are cherished.
Sport is always led well and played hard. Winning the
house tennis was a real celebration. Talented students
also led the way with the House Shout competition.
The boys’ rendition of, ‘I Want It That Way’ from the Back
Street Boys was – memorable! The Adele Medley from the
girls was more in keeping with a singing competition. That
said, both of the small group contributions won the day.
Eating has played a key part in the life of Horsley with
copious amounts of bacon, beans and toast devoured
during regular trips out for breakfast. The sound of ‘Where’s
your £5?’ has been suggested as a new House motto.
Elegant, stylish dinners arranged by students have
also graced the calendar. The 2019 Horsley dinner
was one of the best to date. Years 11–13 all invited
a date to attend with them. Polly Hutton did an amazing
job organising the Skyfall-themed night providing
the House with a two-course meal and a photo booth,
making it a very memorable evening. Horsley House
takes its name from Victor Horsley who was known
as ‘helper of all’. Students seize the opportunity to
support the charity work in school with cake sales
and the sponsored walk always met with a generous
spirit. As a mindfulness venture, new tutor, Mrs Croot,
introduced Horsley to knitting. Students were encouraged
to knit a square each for a blanket to send to refugees.
It was a challenge, took five months and Mrs Croot had
a busy Easter sewing the squares together, but we did
it and received a lovely email from the charity Woolly
Huggs thanking the House and letting us know that
the blanket had been sent to a Syrian family, currently
living as refugees in Kurdistan.

HORSLEY BIDS A FOND FAREWELL
Reverend John Sykes bid farewell to Horsley Boys and
Cranbrook School in July after 37 years. Horsley wanted to
share some precious memories of Mr Sykes and his famous
phrases as their way of saying goodbye and thank you.
Mrs Jade Deeble, Horsley My favourite memories
of John are in the Horsley Block, when we could chat,
in his office, about any issues I had whether personal,
with work or otherwise. He was (and is) always there
for anyone in need and whenever I hear the words
‘Ahh well you see...’ I just know something thoughtful,
wonderful and educational is about to follow.
‘Right then, let’s make a start please’
It’s impossible to overestimate what Mr Sykes did for
the House and community.
‘Boys will be boys’
He was a man of principle. However, he was not afraid
to bend the rules to help us out.
‘Don’t forget your fiver’
He was firm but fair. He was like a grandfather to us
‘Community is the cornerstone of a happy mind’
Thank you Mr Sykes for everything that you did for
your Horsley Boys and Cranbrook School as a whole.

The dedication and service of Mrs Coleman and Mr Sykes
have touched the lives of so many families and in 2019
they were supported by Josh Gard and Megan Stewart
as fantastic House Captains.
The new Horsley House moves forward with a notable
character, spirit and generous heart. Horsley is certainly
developing as a warm, welcoming and inclusive place
of belonging. We all look forward to creating new
memories together.
TASKEEN NASIF AND DOM FERDINANDO,
HOUSE CAPTAINS
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LYNX
2019 has been a very important year for Lynx, in
fact, it could be the most important year that Lynx
will ever have since 2019 marks the year Lynx began!

House news continued
WEBSTER
Webster Boys and Girls collectively had some notable
successes last year. Strong leadership from the two
House Captains meant that Webster as a whole was
a formidable force. Webster’s motto of ‘Be All You
Can’ really shone through as the students’ enthusiasm
to participate in house events remained high
throughout the year.
Maddie Young, Webster Girls House Captain and Bill
Betts, Webster Boys House Captain, inspired everyone
to get involved, whether through sports, arts or music.
Maddie worked closely with Niamh to ensure that all
the girls felt encouraged and supported when facing
other houses in sports events. Similarly, Bill’s outlandish
dancing in last years’ annual House Shout competition
showed his unwavering commitment to the boys.
While sport isn’t the only thing that Webster has to offer,
it’s important that we maintain our fierce sense of House
spirit when competing in events. Both the boys and girls
won the Sports Cup last year, clearly demonstrating the
wide range of athletic talent and teamwork that Webster
is famous for. Some notable sporting wins include Alex
Brown and Luke Alderwick’s impressive inter-house
badminton victory as well as Connie Turner’s untiring
commitment to Webster netball. However, the most
remarkable success came during inter-house hockey.
Finn AB’s motivation pre-match and strong sense of

camaraderie easily sealed the victory. In terms of the
girls, the Year 9s and 10s put up a united front during
rounders that truly represented Webster’s core values.
The House came together for the annual Webster Christmas
dinner with a magical ‘woodland’ theme that made the
canteen unrecognisable. Webster celebrated the end of
the term together, further portraying the close-knit community
that Webster students and teachers are so proud of.
Webster girls would like to give a huge thank-you to our
Head of House for last year, Mrs Newman. Mrs Newman
has been a role-model for generations of Webster Girls,
and we are so grateful for all she has done for the House.
The Webster and Scott ‘open-mic night’ raised an incredible
sum of money for our school charities and encouraged
students from all corners of the school to show their artistic
talent in aid of a great cause. Webster Boys organised
a BBQ and football afternoon that all the boys thoroughly
enjoyed. Likewise, the girls hosted a picnic where much
essential bonding between house members took place.
Webster House was immensely saddened to hear the
shocking news about the death of Freddie McLennan at
the end of the summer term in Bolivia. As a previous
Webster Boys House Captain, Freddie had been charismatic
and caring, leading the House with passion and intelligence.
So many Webster members have fond memories of
Freddie for his good humour and approachable nature.
Joe and Freddie’s memorial football match was a touching
tribute and a wonderful way to remember Freddie.
Webster is proud to produce well-rounded, kind and
enthusiastic students that will hopefully carry a sense of
team-spirit with them even after they leave the House.
POLLY FLANDERS AND BLAISE HANSON,
HOUSE CAPTAINS

The foundations for Lynx were built in June 2019,
when students volunteered to form the new house.
The Year 12s began by deciding on the house name.
We immediately pounced on Lynx. Its history comes
from the very beginnings of the school with William
Lynch carrying out the wishes of John Blubery’s will,
and Simon Lynch later ensuring the continuation
of schooling in Cranbrook. The Lynch family crest
contained ‘three rampant lynxes’ which were later
adopted by the school in the late 19th Century.
The lynx is a spirit animal that symbolises awareness,
change, ability, confidence, intuition, instinct, comfort,
foresight, loyalty, independence, passion, patience,
tranquility, secrets, revealing secrets, trust, and
understanding the unseen. This gave us plenty to
contemplate in our first term together.
The sixth form team has been instrumental in shaping the
present and future of the House. Tristan Warburton-Smith,
Lynx’s Head of Marketing, spent months liaising with local
designers in order to create Lynx’s custom merchandise.
The unisex black and purple themed sports kit has a
beautifully embroidered Lynx logo and has been a huge
success with the House. One Year 10 student described
SELLERS
In 2019 Sellers set about defining itself and
developing an identity to be proud of. We have
adopted the motto ‘sic itur ad astra’ meaning ‘thus
we journey to the stars’ as an homage to astronaut
Piers Sellers (OC) after whom the house was named.
Sellers has moved into the Rootes Block, which has given
us more space, a Common Room and access to Sellers
Quad where we can sit, relax and play in good weather.
A Sellers Gardening Club has been set up with the help
of one of our fantastic parents, Mrs Thomas-Davies.
We are planting up the Quad, ready for summer and
are also taking part in the RHS Campaign for School
Gardening.
The House’s 125 members are split across three
sub-houses: Henry, Tullet and Wallace, competing
for the Sellers Cup in cross country, rugby, netball,
hockey, basketball, badminton and tennis with the
year culminating in the Swimming Gala and Sports
Day. We have also staged our own creative writing
competition and a version of Dragon’s Den with teams
designing and presenting a product.

the kit as ‘super comfortable and breathable, which
makes it perfect for sweaty house events’.
All years have settled into the House well. We hold
vertical group activities run by the Sixth Form team
every Monday that typically involve a ‘Quiz of the
Week’ – recapping recent news events. Students
have praised the activity and said their awareness
of world news has never been better!
In summary, this has been a huge year for Lynx. It has
been amazing to see the house turn from a concept
to a real-life community. We cannot wait to see what
the future holds. This is only the beginning…
HARVEY THROWER, HOUSE CAPTAIN
Junior Choir goes from strength to strength. We performed
at the Ensembles Concert and Carol Service and a
group of us went carol singing at Horsley Place Care
Home. We have many fine singers and instrumentalists
in the House, a very fine Year 8 Band, and an impressive
number of students participating in the school play
Blood Brothers in 2020.
We have been very lucky to have a wonderful team of
sixteen Sellers Prefects, led by Ben Booth-Clibborn,
Year 13 Allan and Frankie Farr, Year 13 Horsley. They
organised a number of excellent socials for us, including
a film night (with popcorn and candy floss) and a raucous
Christmas Party. The Prefects take tutor time once
a week, listen to us when we need someone to chat
to and play games with us on rainy lunchtimes. They
are excellent role models and we are very grateful for
their effort and positivity.
The House is always full of energy (and noise) and
we enjoy our time together. We are grateful to our
tutors, Mr Pew, Mrs Croot, Mrs Harris, Miss Robertson
and Ms Martin for all their help and support.
MRS ROSE RAHTZ, HEAD OF HOUSE

Webster Girls in the Tug of War
at the 2018 House Sports Day.
Webster Girls’ Junior netball team
on their way to second place in
the House competition.
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SCOTT

House news continued
CORNWALLIS
It’s been another outstanding year in Cornwallis.
Individual efforts and team performances have ensured
we’ve maintained our reputable image. I’m sure the
House will continue to build upon this in the future.
The first major event in the Cornwallis calendar was our
renowned and very successful pantomime, this year
written and directed by George Lowe and Olaolu Dada.
A month later was our annual Advent Lunch which put
all the boys in a festive mood for the Christmas period.
The house cross country showed the true colours of
Cornwallis. We had the largest group of boys competing,
with a very notable performance coming from Big Boom
Atere himself. This gave us a very strong footing in the
Inter-House Trophy. The house rugby started off with
a heated encounter against our old rivals, Crowden,
illustrated by three of our 1st Team players coming off
the pitch with broken bones, a dislocated shoulder and
a concussion. The team pushed through with some huge
support from the non-rugby players who jumped onto
the field and did their best, gaining a respectful 4th place.
We were also able to field a very strong basketball team
led by Coach Awosika. Claiming top spot, with the help
of Max Anderson. Big credit must go to Toby Carter for his
excellent contributions and enthusiasm as Sports Captain.
A further unexpected victory was the House Shout
where George Lowe and Olaolu Dada helped Cornwallis
overcome our lack of ability with a cunningly choreographed
and rewritten version of Bohemian Rhapsody – Bo-Rap
which swept us into the top spot!

All the boys can be proud of their efforts both in the
House and extra-curricular pursuits. Although Nick
and Vincent’s academic achievements, Felix’s Kent
rugby achievements, Karek’s plans to do his medical
degree in Georgia, Ben’s GCSE results, Luke Meynell’s
academic achievements and Malachi’s ability on
stage have all been ‘headline’ news this year, it is safe
to say that the real strength in Cornwallis is in the
breadth of ability and involvement in the wider school.
Wherever you look in the school, from the detention
room on a Tuesday to giving speeches at Speech
Day, Cornwallis is always well represented.
In the four years the Year 13s have been together in
Cornwallis, as ‘the boys’, extremely strong friendships have
been built. I can safely say they have been excellent role
models to the younger years, showing that even when you
get it wrong again and again and again, if you keep trying
(and listen to Mr Turner) you can achieve great things!
In May the Cornwallis Dinner was the highlight of the
term and year. It was nice to see all the boys in their
traditional black tie, eagerly waiting for their dates,
however questions were asked about Finn’s attire!
Our thanks go to Mr Turner and Miss Watford, for always
providing a lovely atmosphere in the House 24/7. We’d
also like to thank all the tutors who have supported us
throughout the years. And last but not least, the tireless
work of Anita and Claire who have been the backbone
of many special occasions in Cornwallis. I would like to
personally wish all the boys the best of luck next year.

This year Scott has really come together as a House
with Issy Mackinnon uniting us through the many
social events the Year 13s put on for the House. We
started off with our annual theatre trip to see Dream
Girls in London which was thoroughly enjoyed by
everybody. This was followed by the Halloween
evening, with disastrous photos of people playing
chubby bunny and other disgusting games which
will hopefully never resurface.
Despite always having the most team spirit at House
events, winning them does not always come naturally.
In spite of the best efforts at hockey we came last but
had the most supporters come out and watch us. When
netball came around, we put forward a strong team
of players and were able to secure third place against
all odds! The girls who played made Scott proud and
we were all very happy with the result, considering we
weren’t in last place. When badminton rolled around,
Melody and Joyce played amazingly and placed us in
second place! This was an amazing achievement for
the girls and one that definitely stood out for us.

MATHILDE STONE, HOUSE CAPTAIN

As we neared the end of the year, and said goodbye
to our leavers, we put on some new events for the
House. A house water fight ended with a lot of soggy
clothes and some ice cream to celebrate and was one
of the only opportunities we’ve had to throw an entire
bucket of cold water over the staff!

GEORGE LOWE, HOUSE CAPTAIN 2018–2019

In 2018/19 we welcomed four new students into the
6th form, five into Year 10, a whole cohort of Year 9s
and Miss Kenney as our new live-in assistant. The
welcome back ice cream van and excellent weather
for the first night of term helped everyone settle
in quickly.
The first term flew by with the theatre trip to see Wicked
being a highlight. The sixth formers went by train and out
for dinner prior to the show. Ordering for 20 students
in one go resulted in some surprises in terms of who got
what. The show was awesome and we enjoyed Mrs Hill’s
quad chocolate brownies on the coach ride home.
Inter-house sport started well, with excellent results
in the cross country – our top runners of Kiana, Polly,
Amber and Phi bringing the House to a very respectful
score. This was followed by house hockey and
again we had a great turn out from the House with
Alice as sports captain picking up a hockey stick
for the first time in her life.
The House Christmas meal saw us return to The
Great House followed by sketches in the House.
Miss Kenney wrote our names in hieroglyphs to make
LYNX / CRANBROOK SCHOOL / 2019

The Year 13s this year have put so much work into
uniting the House through their love of school and
house events this year and it has really shown. Scott
is now a much tighter knit group of girls making
friends throughout the House regardless of their
year group. Thank you to Issy for being such a great
House Captain and a big role model for me. She has
definitely paved the way to a new era of Scott filled
with spirit and excitement.

Scott Ball as always was the highlight of the social
events. The Year 13s, in particular Issy and Sophie,
put in so much effort to put the event on and outdid
themselves this year. We can only hope to do so well…

BLUBERY
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This year has really been a year of people stepping
out of their comfort zone to represent Scott. Notable
mentions should go to Erin Olliver who, at Sports
day, ran the 800m for us at only a moment’s notice
as no one else would. At the swimming gala, Millie
Lang pushed herself the extra mile for Scott this year,
participating in the most races of anyone including
the individual medley race. Even if she couldn’t hear
us under the water, Scott was cheering the loudest
for her and her effort did not go unnoticed.

searching for our Santa presents that little bit more
challenging this year.
With the joys of Christmas over we returned for the
second round of mocks for most year groups and the
inevitable stresses that the spring and summer terms
bring. With more sporting success during the year,
we finished 3rd in the Inter-House Cup (a drop from
1st the year before but we still beat Scott).
Our Blubery dinner had a winter woodland theme and
we included an outdoor photo space under the arbour.
The evening is always a highlight of the year and a chance
for seniors to say goodbye to the rest of the House as
we head off for exams and university. Mrs Hills took us
for one final adventure just before exams into the treetops
of Bedgebury’s Go Ape – needless to say we are not
all fond of heights!
We would like to thank all the staff for their hard work
and caring attitudes all year, in particular Miss Deveraux
and Miss Kenney who are also leaving the House, as
well as the duty staff, matrons, and academic tutors.
We say goodbye with fond memories of our time at
Cranbrook and Blubery.
CHELSEA AKIN-YEMI, HOUSE CAPTAIN
LYNX / CRANBROOK SCHOOL / 2019
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House news continued

CROWDEN
In 2019 Crowden excelled in many areas. At the
start of the year we entertained the school with the
annual Crowden Wear What You Like Day, which
went down very successfully raising hundreds of
pounds for the Sam West Foundation.
Competition-wise Crowden had a strong year. In House
Shout we narrowly came second after performing ‘Country
Roads’ and in inter-house football we also came just
short of a win, making it all the way to the final with
one of our strongest teams to date. We had further
impressive performances in house swimming and
house cross country which is usually a challenge due
to the smaller number of boys we have in boarding
compared to the day houses. We also saw Paddy
Hagger representing Saracens in 2019, which shows
the calibre of Crowden students.

SCHOOL LODGE
School Lodge is a wonderful House. In fact, many
parents identify School Lodge as the reason they
chose Cranbrook in the first place. For boy boarders,
having that protection and support during the first
year often proves pivotal in the development of
their confidence; they generally cope with boarding
as a result much better. In my time in the House,
the last seven years now, I have seen it grow and
develop and nurture seven years’ worth of boys,
the first of which have now left the school having
grown up into fine young men. Cranbrook Boarding
is proud of its delicate balance of academia, sport
and extracurricular and the House is excited by the
changes ahead; Year 7 entry, a broader curriculum
and the potential for more junior boarders in the
school are all exciting opportunities.
MR PETER ROGERS
At first, being welcomed into a new boarding house
where you meet lots of new people can seem a daunting
and often overwhelming task to be landed with. Having
lots of responsibilities and getting to know the school
and all the people within it could be thought as a difficult
experience. On the contrary, boarding is so much
more fun than you might think.
As boarders, you feel at home at school, being able
to participate in School Lodge trips accompanied by
other boarding houses and being so close to school
we have the possibility to sleep in longer! Those trips
include Thorpe Park, to restaurants, to Bedgebury,
London shopping, to our local curry house and lots
of other unique and exciting places.
In the boarding house, people get along very well; we
entered feeling nervous and new to boarding, but find
now that we’re confident and well prepared for our
50
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senior houses. We are almost like brothers. There is an
enormous amount of teamwork, from playing sports
to helping others and having fun experiences.
We have all had major highs and lows in our sporting
events, but everyone has tried their best even if they
have never played before. We were victorious in the
Junior Inter-House Rugby Cup, special mentions going
out to Siyanbola Oloko whose speed astonished all of
us gaining himself a place on the U14As, Ollie Doubell
who dominated with his strength and power and finally
any player who came into the rugby season not playing
before and giving it everything they had.
At Cranbrook we have many excellent facilities creating
a perfect learning environment for music, drama and
our eclectic mix of sports, which are all hugely popular.
These activities are all very accessible on school
grounds and easy to get involved with. One special
part of boarding in School Lodge is the wide mix of
bilingual students who have the opportunity to come
here to perfect their already very strong English.
Our first few weeks were hard. Some of us were
homesick; some became too distracted with the
overwhelming duties they were faced with learning.
However, now 18 weeks in, everyone has adapted
to the new way of doing things and the freedom
we are given; some learned quicker than others
but in the end everyone got the gist of it.
Finally, every part of School Lodge life would not be
possible without the outstanding work from all the
boarding staff, with Mr Rogers, Mr Collins-Smith,
Mr Kenny, Mr Stoychev, our amazing two matrons,
Roo and Nona and the ladies. We would love to thank
all of them for all the support and opportunities they
have provided to us. Thank you.
BAXTER STANTON AND WILL SIME

Our A Level performance was extremely impressive
as a whole, having a 54% A*–A and a 92% A*–B
performance and in GCSEs we saw excellent performances
from Clayton Tang and Finlay Nadin and the majority
of the boys getting back into Sixth Form.

Throughout the year our sense of community has only
improved. From the whole House gathering in summer
at 9pm to watch TV together, to the Year 12s becoming
known around the school as ‘CR12’, it is clear that
the boys in Crowden are all very close.
The Crowden House spirit is unrivalled and with the additions
of the new Year 10s in September I’m sure this will continue.
2019 saw more changes than usual as at the end of
the summer term we saw the departure of Mr Crews
who had been Housemaster for five years. Although this
was a big blow, we welcomed our new Housemaster
Mr Watts in September. Mr Watts has brought in new
and different ideas and is changing the style of Crowden
whilst keeping the values Crowden has always had.
JACOB HOLROYD, HOUSE CAPTAIN

RAMMELL
In recent years, togetherness and House spirit has
defined Rammell. This year was no different. Under
House Captain Owen Chilvers’ leadership, a unique
feeling of House pride was always evident, whether
it was through achieving full participation in the
house cross country or enthusiasm and support
for Rammell’s house table tennis competition.
However, Rammell also underwent huge change
this year. We were very sad to see the departure of
Mr Brown and his family at the end of the autumn
term, but his successor, Mr Potter, quickly established
himself as a hugely popular figure. Life in the House
remained vibrant and there was always something
going on, ranging from the many World Food Nights to
the whole House playing dodgeball in the Sports Hall.
Rammell showed itself to be a formidable force in all
inter-house competitions, with standout performances
in football and basketball, led by Adebayo Adebiyi.
The highlight for the House was victory in the House
Shout Small Group, which consisted of Ben Greaves-Neal,
Kirill Androsov, Giacomo Masiello and Sam Jenkins.
Our hard work and commitment paid off as we put
an end to Scott’s dominance, showcasing the wide
range of Rammell talents.
Overall, the House had a great year under Mr Potter
and Owen. We have a fantastic group of lads in Rammell
and this is reflected in our achievements and distinctive
house pride that we have shown throughout the
year. We may be a relatively small house, but we
are mighty with a rich tradition and history – VIRTUS
SOLA NOBILITAS.
SAM JENKINS, HOUSE CAPTAIN
LYNX / CRANBROOK SCHOOL / 2019
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JEREMY BARHAM HOCKEY TROPHY
The 2019 Old Cranbrookian Sports Reunion fell 50
years and six months after Cranbrook was first able
to boast an Olympian; Jeremy Barham, Horsley and
then Crowden 1952–1960, who represented Great
Britain for hockey. To mark this wonderful achievement
and special anniversary Cranbrook created the
Jeremy Barham Hockey Trophy for the school’s 1sts
teams and OCs to compete for annually.

OLD CRANBROOKIANS’
ASSOCIATION SPORTS NEWS
Join us again on Sunday
29 March 2020.

It was a sunny, warm, blue-sky day ON THE
SATURDAY, but for the OCA Sports Reunion
on Sunday 31 March the day dawned with
the traditional cold grey sky and biting wind.

Back on the astro the OC 2nds gave Cranbrook a lesson in
power and pace with an 8–0 victory. Captain James Watkins
limped off at half time with a rather colourful and bloody
knee, but thankfully this was the only real injury of the day.

But did that dampen OC spirits? Of course not!

Then it was the turn of the ladies’ hockey team and with
Maddy Fox in goal, (Cranbrook’s best goalkeeper in
the last 10 years according to experts on the sidelines),
Cranbrook’s 1sts didn’t stand a chance, but managed
to limit the OCs to a 4–0 win which took some doing.

The reunion got underway with the traditional veterans’
hockey match between Hillier and Lawson’s XIs. Playing
purely for pride it was a tremendously serious affair with
no quarter being given by either side. The first half started
with Hillier’s team looking the stronger, but a goal for
Lawson against the run of play gave them the shot of
adrenalin they needed to go on and win the match. Both
keepers went to ground to make key saves and, to the
relief of spectators, managed to get to their feet again.
Special mention must go to the firm but fair Philip
Thompson as referee.
The netball up at Scott finished 34–25 to Cranbrook’s
1sts, but the score line doesn’t tell the story of how
close the match really was. Well done ladies, you fought
hard against a Cranbrook 1sts team who had come
second in the National Finals just the week before.

In the Sports Hall the basketball was a fast-paced and
well-matched game – at least for the first few minutes,
but in the final quarter the OCs started to flag and
Cranbrook edged it with a final 48–42 scoreline.
So as the day concluded with the final match between
men’s 1sts hockey teams it was all to play for with
Cranbrook and OCs with two matches each. OCs took
the early lead but Cranbrook fought back to produce
a 2–2 draw and so a penalty flick decider. Spectacular
flying saves by both keepers ended with the final glory
going to the OCs – a very fitting end to a tight and hard
fought day.

Jeremy did us the honour of dedicating the award in
the company of many OCs and friends who have also
made notable contributions to Cranbrook and UK sport,
hockey in particular. Fittingly a 3–0 win across the hockey
matches made the OCs the very proud and fitting
first winners of the Jeremy Barham Hockey Trophy.
KEEP ON RUNNING, JAMES HOLDER 2007
Whilst celebrating a friend’s 30th birthday about three
years ago James Holder made a rather ambitious/foolish
bet to run 30 marathons before he turned 30. Although
some may have (and did) question how achievable
that was, James completed this in Abu Dhabi three
days before he turned thirty, with a personal best
along the way of three hours 29 minutes and 27 seconds
achieved at the Greater Manchester Marathon – the
city where he studied law with politics at the University
of Manchester.
In true Cranbrook spirit, Old Cranbrookians were
literally there shouting and supporting from the start!
Harriet Brown travelled to run with James in the
Istanbul Marathon and Mariela Presnell, 2007 Webster,
went along (OK only to watch) James’s 14th Marathon
at Hever Castle, back in the UK.
James was raising money for Cancer Research UK,
a charity close to his heart having tragically lost family
and friends to the disease.
https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/thirtybeforethirty
STILL LIFE IN THE OLD BOYS
In July Geoff Piper, 1958–1966 Allan and John
Taylor, 1965–1967 Allan, went to the German Open
International Pickleball tournament in Essen with
others from Cranbook. If you have never heard of
pickleball: google it, a fabulous game. There were
320 players from 25 countries participating and
play was grouped by age and skill level.
John and Geoff won gold medals for the 70+ group.
The following day, John won gold again in the mixed
doubles 60+ group playing with partner Ann Furminger,
wife of John Furminger, former teacher.
Keep rockin!
OLD CRANBROOKIANS’ GOLF DAY
8 JULY 2019
Yet again a new name is to be engraved on the Donald
Robathan Trophy on a sun-soaked day at the picturesque
Darenth Valley Golf and Country Club, with a number
of players making their first appearance, namely Norman
Freeman, Nick Goodwin, Mark Tapply, Jerry Freds,
Nick Burdge and Andrew McFarlane.
Steve Smith (winner 2018) led the way, unfortunately,
an overeager drive saw his ball disappear OB!
It was a very high scoring day and our champion
for 2019 was Rich Scully with 40 points, who took
home the trophy and a bottle of Bombay Sapphire
Gin, which was kindly donated by the Old Cranbrookian
Masonic Lodge. Jerry Freds was second with 36
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points and Simon Anthonisz third with 34 points.
The nearest to the pin winners on the par 3s were
Paul Sorensen, Tom Allen, Nick Goodwin, Ken Watson
and Mark Tapply.
Thank you to all who attended and particularly to
those who made their debut. As always we are very
grateful to Darenth Valley for allowing us to host
our annual event.
Next year the Golf Day will be on Monday 6 July 2020.
Any OC wishing to play or even better, organise
their own fourball, for next year’s Golf Day please
contact Jeremy Philpot (thephilpotfive@aol.com)
or Mike Jakob (mjakob04@gmail.com).

GOLF DAY PLAYERS
Steve Smith (H 1990)
Giles May (C 1991)
Mark Tapply (C 1976)
James Watkins (A 2011)
Rich Scully (H 2011)
Alex Hodgkins (R 2011)
Laurence Hodgkins (C 2012)
Peter Ludgate (A 1970)
David Anthonisz (R 1970)
Mike Jakob (H 1976)
Bill Manwaring (C 1967)
Jeremy Barham (C 1960)
Philip Thomson (H 1963)
Tim Jakob (H 1979)
Tim Wilson (C 1950)
Jeremy Philpot (A 1976)
Paul Sorensen
Alex Presnell
Guy Lister (R 1986)
Ken Watson (C 1976)
Norman Freeman (C 1976)
Nick Goodwin (C 1976)
Simon Anthonisz (R 1970)
Mike Doran (C 1976)
Jerry Freds (C 1969)
Nick Burdge (H 1972)
Tom Allen (W 1986)
Andrew McFarlane (A 1986)
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I remember my first day at Cranbrook. I lived in
Tenterden and there were only buses home at
3.40pm then 5.40.

Halcyon
days

You can imagine how worried we were about getting
the first bus that day. When we learnt the headmaster,
Mr Kendall-Carpenter, wanted to speak to us after school,
we were nearly hysterical. However, in typical Cranbrook
fashion, the headmaster said he would drive us home.
It all proved too much for one poor lad and we had to stop
en route for him to dash to the nearest ditch to be sick.
In 1968 there were strict rules left over from earlier
times. One was that the middle button of our jackets
must be done up all day. One afternoon a rumour
spread around the classes that this rule was going
to be removed. You can imagine the murmurings that
went on and the heightened anticipation every time the
classroom door opened. It might seem a minor matter
today but back then it was a ‘big thing’. Sure enough,
it was confirmed before home time that the rule was
being relaxed. Everyone breathed a sigh of relief –
particularly those whose jackets fitted a little too closely.

I started as a day boy in 1957.

Whilst not everyone will be able to call their
school days halcyon, we hope these little anecdotes
jog memories to make you smile and conjure up
the faces of friends from the past.
Dennis Russell
1942–1948 Horsley

When I attended Cranbrook, the dining hall was
beneath what is now the library. The far end
could be curtained off and used as a classroom.
One morning I was having a maths lesson with the late
Philip Hawkins when we heard the first daylight flight
of a doodlebug approaching. As one we ran outside
to watch it fly over in the direction of London. A battery
of AA guns encamped on Big Side during the cricket
season valiantly tried to hit the doodlebugs (without
success may I add) with the poor gunners enduring
the jeers of watching schoolboys in boaters.
DENNIS RUSSELL, 1942–1948 HORSLEY

Joining the CCF was compulsory for all unless your
parents were conscientious objectors, none were to
my knowledge. On the parade ground we were led by
Major Lampard, Captain Fox-Linton and for the RAF
Flt Lt (Percy – get it) Vere. After passing basic training
the skivers like me joined the RAF section so we could
sit in classrooms and learn about the theory of flight
rather than crawl through obstacle courses in the cold.
I went for a week to RAF Chivenor near Barnstaple
where we all went in Sea Rescue helicopters and
got to fly dual control Chipmunks.

Here is a photo of my daughter’s naming ceremony.
In it you’ll see Hannah Neal (East), myself, Rimona
Lubber (Lamprecht) and Jennifer Wilson. I hope our
children will grow up together as friends as we did.
CHARLOTTE BASS, 1999–2004 ALLAN

SIMON MADDISON, 1957–1964 HORSLEY
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JAMES NEVE, 1968–1975 BLUBERY

Masters (the word teacher was never used) wore their
academic gowns and their desk was raised on a little
wooden dais. At break time they disappeared to the
staffroom in wooden huts behind Big School. All except
Mr (Beefy) Searle, the geography master who ran the
secondhand uniform shop above the tuck shop opposite
Crowden House, and Reg (Tarzan) Downing who was
appointed in charge of the new Rootes gymnasium to
introduce real PE and basketball. He had retired from the
army as a Regimental Sergeant Major and as an NCO he
was never invited to join the officers in the staffroom.

In the early 1960s a new Headmaster, Kendall-Carpenter
and new younger masters like Thorton for Geography
and Baines for Art brought some fresh air and new
ideas. I and my contemporaries in Horsley were being
influenced by life outside school. We went to see the
Rolling Stones in January 1964 at Maidstone Granada,
(a 20 minute set on a bill headed by the Ronettes),
and in April on Hastings Pier. None of us wanted to
be prefects, or have fags. In our 6th form study in
Barham House (now the Head’s office) we planned
trips to Brands Hatch and raids on private girls schools
around Goudhurst. Now that was fun, halcyon even.

I made the best of friends at Cranbrook and
remain extremely close to them today.
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A year later a boy called Day joined and was the cause
of much comment being the son of one of the local
dustmen. His father ‘Stibby’ Day regularly emptied the
school bins into the dustcart. Sadly class snobbery
was a distinctive feature of the school at that time
as was corporal punishment. Both helped make me
a lifelong socialist.

Geography lessons in the main school building were
held in a classroom with a wooden counter running the
entire length of one wall with one of those film projectors
with two metal reels. We soon learned that if you spun
the front one very quickly it would work its way off its
pin and shoot off down the length of the counter and
hurtle into the wall. Great fun – even when the Geography
teacher walked in with the reel halfway down clattering
like a First World War tank. Mind you, Mr Hartley got his
own back when he convinced us that there really were
treacle mines in England. Were we so innocent once?

Crowden House (now
School Lodge) where
young boarders still begin
their Cranbrook journey.

One of my strongest memories is of the creation
of the Folk and Blues Society.
To my mind it was right at the forefront of bringing
live ‘pop’ music to schools in the UK. I remember
seeing bands advertising tours in the NME and Melody
Maker listing venues such as Bath University, Plymouth
Polytechnic and Cranbrook School. Many bands
played and several of us helped them set up and then
packed the transit vans. I remember one lead singer
making an appeal for his microphone to be returned
from whichever school boy who had acquired it as
he only had it on loan from Rod Stewart.
My personal highlight was hiring Genesis as they toured
to promote their album Nursery Cryme in Winter in
1971. They played an amazing set using sound and
imagery that was beyond anything we’d experienced
before. Afterwards we helped load the van and Phil
Collins asked if I wanted a lift home as I’d been so
helpful with his drum kit. I said thanks but no as I had
borrowed my Mum’s moped to travel the 10 miles
from home and she needed it for the next day for work.
Oh how life could have taken a different direction.
NICK BUCHANAN, 1966–1974 BLUBERY

In July, Peter and Richard popped in to wander along
memory lane during Peter’s visit from Australia.
The brothers jokily challenged each other’s recollections
of lessons in Barham House and whether the Old
Gym and now Sixth Form Centre (then the new gym
obviously) had been built in their era, but they were
united in their memories of Crowden House as they
stood reminiscing in their first dorm.
Richard recounted how, as the eldest, he was the
first to be dropped alone by his parents in the hallway
of Crowden House, (now School Lodge), his parents
leaving with a simple handshake and wave goodbye as
was quite usual for the times. Peter recounted stories of
pranks played on roommates and with a boyish smile,
looking out of his old dorm window, pointed out the
window of Matron’s room on the top floor of Big School.
PETER KYLE, 1958–1963 CROWDEN
RICHARD KYLE, 1956–1960 CROWDEN

John Kendall-Carpenter
Headmaster, 1960

Please share your memories
in Lynx 2020 by emailing
development@cranbrook.
kent.sch.uk
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THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS

